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Chapter 411 Prince Cheng’s Advice 

It was very quiet in the pavilion. Only the sound of the cold wind coming from outside the window could 

be heard and two people were playing Go-chess inside. Xiqi and Xiao Xuanzi were respectively standing 

beside their own masters, carefully watching them playing chess. 

Although they were eunuchs, they also knew a little about Go-chess from their master. Every now and 

then, their expressions changed from nervous to relaxed, or from relaxed to nervous, according to the 

changes in the chess. 

Buddhist incense was burning in the room, and the light sandalwood smell made people calm and 

peaceful. 

Prince Cheng believed in Buddhism, so he liked to use superior sandalwood incense in the room, which 

was one of his habits. Prince Zhou had already left. Chu Liuchen had just had a good rest but was not 

well enough to leave, so he was left alone here. Then, the uncle and the nephew played chess together. 

As for receiving guests, Prince Cheng had specially asked Rui’an Great Elder Princess to make the 

decision. This so-called decision had a different meaning from the previous one. It was he who had 

personally asked for it. 

Last time, Rui’an Great Elder Princess coming to treat guests for him meant that she just helped to 

entertain these Misses. It still depended on him to make the final choice. But now his intention was that 

he entrusted everything to Rui’an Great Elder Princess, who could make decisions for him and help him 

choose some people, because he had no interest in it at all. 

Rui’an Great Elder Princess had not been willing to do that at first. She had specially taken these young 

Misses to the garden in order to let Prince Cheng choose someone by himself. After the unexpected 

incident of Qin Yuru, Prince Cheng had entrusted everything to her and let her make decisions at will, 

which made Rui’an Great Elder Princess embarrassed. 

Originally, she had only wanted to check and give some advice instead of helping Prince Cheng make 

decisions. At this time, Prince Cheng threw the matter to her with an impatient look. Then thinking 

about what had happened just now, Rui’an Great Elder Princess also felt very tired. This First Miss of 

Ningyuan Army General was really weird. 

How could she have the face to do such a thing when she had already been engaged! 

She was more shameless than those unmarried young Misses, who deliberately found opportunities to 

get close to Princes and Childes. 

Originally, Prince Cheng had had no intention to marry. He finally agreed to marry someone after great 

effort, but now he was frustrated by this shameless First Miss Qin and did not want to continue choosing 

Misses anymore. Rui’an Great Elder Princess was also very helpless about this. 

Seeing that Prince Cheng insisted on doing so, she could only take the group of Misses back to the 

drawing room in the inner courtyard. 



Prince Zhou had nothing to enjoy, so he had left with his servants. When Chu Liuchen had come over, he 

had saw that Prince Cheng had been playing chess with himself quietly, so he sat down opposite him 

and started to play chess with him. 

The two of them kept playing chess with moves one after another and were very quiet. It was hard to 

tell who would win or lose in this close game. 

Prince Cheng held a chess piece in his hand and he said nothing for a long time with his eyes falling on 

the chessboard. Seeing that he had not made a move after a while, Chu Liuchen picked up the teacup 

aside and took a sip. Then he put it down slowly and asked casually, “Uncle, why don’t you go to choose 

Misses from aristocratic families?” 

“Great Elder Princess will help me choose,” Prince Cheng said without raising his head. 

Chu Liuchen raised his handsome eyes and said with a faint smile, “Misses chosen by Great Elder 

Princess may not be as satisfied as those chosen by yourself. Has Uncle entrusted all this to Great Elder 

Princess?” 

“It does not matter. Just a few more women in the mansion!” Prince Cheng was still looking for the 

suitable place for a chess piece, so he answered casually. 

“But this is your wife, the Princess of Cheng. Can Uncle really not care about this?” Chu Liuchen said 

meaningfully. 

His words made Prince Cheng stop for a second. He raised his head and put the chess piece aside. He 

also picked up the teacup by his hand to take a sip and said with a frown and a bitter smile, “In fact, I do 

not want to get married at all. If I marry someone, this will merely be a waste of her life. I am afraid that 

I want to become a Buddhist for my whole life.” 

“Uncle, since you do not want to get married, why did you promise Emperor Uncle and Imperial 

Grandmother?” Chu Liuchen asked with a confused look, and there was a hint of concern in his eyes. 

Prince Cheng’s eyes fell on Chu Liuchen’s face. When he saw that Chu Liuchen was asking this question 

sincerely, the smile on his face became more bitter. 

“Since it was decided by my Brother and Empress Mother, it is useless for me to oppose this! In fact, 

what is good about girls? This is what happened today. A Miss who has been engaged ran into me and 

deliberately dropped her earring. If all the girls in this world are like this Miss, I will not get married!” 

Prince Cheng sighed, as if he wanted to sidestep this. 

He was indeed inspired by Qin Yuru’s matter. In the past, it had not been easy for him to refuse and he 

had had to compromise, but now there was a new turning point because of Qin Yuru’s matter. 

The assassination on the night of New Year’s Eve had made him appear in front of the emperor. At this 

time, he had had to listen to the emperor’s decision to choose a wife. After that, he had discussed with 

his advisors what kind of girls would be most suitable to choose to marry into the mansion. 

But now he felt that this matter made his dislike of girls reasonable and being unwilling to get married 

was also excusable. So he did not want to care about anything and directly entrusted everything to 

Rui’an Great Elder Princess. 



Originally, he had showed that he did not like girls and only wanted to become a Buddhist. Now, after 

being stimulated by Qin Yuru, this idea was even more reasonable. 

It was a good excuse to make. 

Of course, it was not suitable for other women to casually come to his mansion. Perhaps he would have 

some women in the future, but not now. He was not willing to attract other people’s attention at this 

time. 

This serious assassination had made many things out of his previous control and he had to go this far. 

But at present, there could still be some changes. 

Ningyuan Army General’s daughter was really annoying, but it was a surprise for him at this time. 

“Uncle, it is just an accident. There are not many girls as shameless as this in the world.” Chu Liuchen 

comforted Prince Cheng with a smile. 

“No one will think of her shamelessness before she shows this side. All the girls in the world know how 

to conceal themselves. Even if her shamelessness has not been discovered before, this may also be 

exposed later. If this is discovered after she has entered Prince Cheng’s Mansion, she will not be the only 

one who will be disgraced!” Prince Cheng shook his head and refused decisively. 

“Uncle, are you going to explain like this to Emperor Uncle?” Chu Liuchen smiled slightly and said calmly. 

After resting for a while, now he looked good, but his complexion was lighter than ordinary people, 

which made him look colder than the others. 

He was more like an immortal who never came to the mortal world, which was indeed what Prince 

Cheng had always thought. He had never looked down on this sick and weak nephew, but he had never 

paid attention to him either. 

However, Xiqi said that there was a girl next to Chu Liuchen at that time, as if an immortal had been 

dragged into the mortal world and become a libertine. 

Even now, Prince Cheng still could not figure out this huge deviation and what had been going on! After 

that, something had happened to Chu Liuchen, which had even pulled Prince Cheng into the whirlpool. 

Was Chu Liuchen deliberate or not? Even now, Prince Cheng did not figure it out either. 

After scanning at Chu Liuchen on the opposite side, Prince Cheng said slowly, “I do need to tell my 

Brother about this. It will be best if he agrees that I do not marry the princess. If he insists, then I will get 

married!” 

He said this helplessly, as if he really had no idea because of the blow but was also under the pressure of 

Emperor. “One who has seen the ocean thinks nothing of mere rivers. If you have missed it, just accept 

this missing!” 

He said the latter sentence in a very low voice, and was almost talking to himself, but Chu Liuchen heard 

it clearly, with a trace of depth flashing in his eyes. Seeing that Prince Cheng had put down his chess 

piece, Chu Liuchen also put down the chess piece in his hand. “Imperial Grandmother also wants me to 

get married, but my condition now… Why should I marry a woman? My situation is as awkward as 

Uncle’s!” 



Prince Cheng agreed his words in his mind. Because Chu Liuchen seemingly could live only a few more 

years, it was better not to get married, so as not to hurt other women. But he certainly could not say 

this in front of Chu Liuchen. If his words became reality, Empress Dowager would definitely punish him. 

He smiled lightly and comforted him, saying, “Your illness is curable and Empress Mother has also 

invited many imperial physicians to treat you. Take your time to recuperate and you will get better.” 

“Take my time to recuperate? But Imperial Grandmother wants me to get married as soon as possible!” 

Chu Liuchen put down another chess piece and said without raising his head. His eyes were still focused 

on the chess game, as if he was extremely focused. 

A thought occurred to Prince Cheng. He put down the chess piece in his hand, but his attention was 

focused on Chu Liuchen. The look on his face became more peaceful and he said, “Can you ask Empress 

Mother to postpone your marriage for a few years? You are still young!” 

“Imperial Grandmother is very anxious, and I am also very annoyed. But I also know that Imperial 

Grandmother does this for my good, but now I am…” Chu Liuchen shook his sleeves. Although he did not 

continue his words, Prince Cheng understood what he meant. 

It seemed that Chu Liuchen did not pretend to be ill and he really did not want to get married. Maybe he 

also felt annoyed and did not have enough energy to cope with a girl. 

He quietly glanced at the wheelchair in which Chu Liuchen was sitting. He remembered that Chu Liuchen 

had not sat in the wheelchair much before, but now he seemed to sit more. Judging from Xiao Xuanzi’s 

skilled movements, he could tell that Xiao Xuanzi had been doing this all the time. 

“Is Chu Liuchen’s body getting worse and worse?” thought Prince Cheng. 

“In fact, we are not saying that you can do nothing.” Prince Cheng tingled with an idea and he suddenly 

offered advice to Chu Liuchen. 

“Uncle, do you have a good idea?” Chu Liuchen lazily raised his eyes, as if he did not believe that Prince 

Cheng had a good idea. 

“I do have a plan, but it depends on whether you want to use it or not.” Prince Cheng smiled with a 

gentle and decent look, as if he really wanted to help Chu Liuchen. 

“Uncle, tell me about it.” Seeing that Prince Cheng was so confident, Chu Liuchen seemed to be a little 

more energetic and asked with a slight smile. 

He really seemed to have no interest in getting married. There was a hint of contemplation in Prince 

Cheng’s suspicious eyes. Who was the girl that Xiqi met before? Was her status not good enough, or was 

he just acting occasionally? Or did Chu Liuchen look like this in private? 

What he used to show was just superficial appearance, but if it was true, Chu Liuchen would not be as 

harmless as he looked. 

“I have come up with an idea for you, so you should also give me some advice!” Prince Cheng said with a 

smile. His mind was full of thoughts, but he did not show them on his face. 



“Okay, I will try my best!” Chu Liuchen looked at Prince Cheng with his deep eyes. He seemed to casually 

put down the chess piece in his hand and said with a smile. 

Prince Cheng’s eyes followed his gesture and fell on the chess game. He was shocked and stood up 

suddenly. Just now the situation of this chess game was unclear, but now this chess piece clearly 

showed who was the winner. 

Chapter 412 

The Best Candidate to Get Married 

 “Why don’t you temporarily choose a younger Miss? She is still young, so you cannot get married 

immediately. You can also explain this to Empress Mother!” Seeing that he had to concede the chess 

game, Prince Cheng sat down again reluctantly and said, as he picked up his chess pieces. 

It was the Master Jie Yan who had come up with this idea for him before. At this time, it occurred to him 

and he directly gave this idea to Chu Liuchen. 

“Well… it is a good idea, but it is not easy to find such a person. I do not like those girls who are quite 

choosy in the capital city.” Chu Liuchen also picked up his chess pieces. After hearing what Prince Cheng 

had said, he knocked on the table with a chess piece in his hand and said with a cruel look in his eyes. 

Of course, Prince Cheng knew why Chu Liuchen reacted like this. When Empress Dowager had intended 

to select a wife for him before, it was said that those Misses from aristocratic families present at that 

time had all been looking at other princes with affection. 

At this time, he even disliked all the Misses from aristocratic families in the capital city. 

“If she is not a Miss from an aristocratic family in the capital city, I am afraid that Empress Mother will 

not agree!” Prince Cheng reminded him with a smile. Empress Dowager doted on Chu Liuchen so much, 

so if she chose a wife for him, this girl would definitely have a high status, and would inevitably be a 

Miss from a large aristocratic family. 

“I do not like them anyway. It is better not to be these snobbish girls in the capital city.” Chu Liuchen 

continued picking up chess pieces without lifting his hands and said lazily. 

He said again without hesitation, which meant that he really dislike this. 

“It is impossible to choose a Miss not from an aristocratic family. If you really do not like the Misses 

chosen before, you can actually choose the Misses from aristocratic families who have just come to the 

capital city. After all, they have not appeared in the capital city before and have never been snobbish!” 

Prince Cheng thought for a while and advised him. 

It was because of choosing his concubines that Chu Liuchen had been hurt by those Misses from 

aristocratic families in the capital city. So he could choose the Miss who had just arrived in the capital 

city. At least this Miss must not have been present when Chu Liuchen had been choosing his concubines 

at that time, so that he could undo his knot in his mind. 

If he could make a good relationship with Chu Liuchen, Prince Cheng would be willing to do so. 



“Which one is suitable?” Chu Liuchen was interested in his words. He raised his pale face and asked with 

a smile. 

Prince Cheng was stuck by this question. In fact, he just casually said so. Chu Liuchen asked so carefully 

that Prince Cheng did not think of anyone else at the moment, but he suddenly remembered what he 

had heard before and immediately said with a smile, “I heard that the second daughter of Ningyuan 

Army General is young, but her appearance is outstanding. Maybe you can take her into account.” 

In fact, Prince Cheng had seen Qin Wanru in the courtyard just now. But at that time, his attention had 

been all on Qin Yuru, so he had not noticed Qin Wanru’s appearance. He just casually said that she had 

an outstanding appearance without any specific verification. 

This was also what Master Jie Yan had said before and Prince Cheng just borrowed it for the time being. 

“Ningyuan Army General?” Chu Liuchen repeated and frowned as if he could not remember who this 

was at the moment. 

“Ningyuan Army General, Qin Huaiyong.” Prince Cheng reminded him with a smile. 

Chu Liuchen put down the chess piece in his hand and leaned back on his large wheelchair. He said with 

some disgust, “I do know her. I met her when I was in Jiangzhou. But she is quite young, just a little girl!” 

“A younger girl also has her own advantages. Empress Dowager will not ask you to get married in a 

hurry. It will take several years to wait for her growing up and getting married. Besides, she is still young 

and has just arrived in the capital city, so she cannot be quite snobbish,” said Prince Cheng. 

He was not surprised that Chu Liuchen had known Qin Wanru. Qin Wanru had been involved in the 

matter which had happened at the entrance of the palace. Many people who knew the real situation 

guessed that Chu Liuchen and Second Miss Qin knew each other. Now hearing Chu Liuchen openly 

acknowledging this, Prince Cheng also believed that Qin Wanru had been innocently involved in this 

trouble at that time. 

It seemed that Chu Liuchen really did not care about her. 

“That is good! All right, it is settled then!” Chu Liuchen nodded casually, as if he was talking about what 

he was going to eat later. 

This casual attitude made Prince Cheng stunned. He suddenly felt that this matter was decided too 

casually, so he immediately coughed and said tentatively, “Do you really think this Second Miss Qin is 

good?” 

“Because this is Uncle’s suggestion, and I also know her. When I was in Jiangzhou, I once lived in their 

mansion and she looked quite well-behaved. Though she is still young, at least I can postpone the 

marriage for a few years and use this as an excuse in front of Imperial Grandmother. So she is indeed a 

good choice.” 

Chu Liuchen’s words sounded very serious, but it was hard to tell how serious he was in his smiling eyes. 

After that, he raised the chess piece in his hand to Prince Cheng and said, “Uncle, I will take the first 

move!” 



When the chess piece fell down, he seemingly paid more attention to the chess game than the previous 

question. Before Prince Cheng placed his chess piece, Chu Liuchen even moved his chess piece again to 

another position. Stunned by his laziness, Prince Cheng shook his head reluctantly and also put down his 

chess piece with a smile. 

After all, he was not interested in her at all! 

However, since Prince Cheng had mentioned this, he should no longer have any relationship with 

Second Miss Qin in the future. 

“Uncle, thank you for help me come up with this idea. In fact, if you really do not want to get married, 

you can also use today’s matter as an excuse!” 

Chu Liuchen also played a placement. This time, he obeyed the regulation and didn’t move his chess 

piece anymore. He shook his robe gracefully and said with some deep meaning. 

“What do you mean?” Prince Cheng asked with a smile. 

“Uncle, your consort selection was messed up by a woman, which made you realize that there is such a 

disgusting woman in the world. You didn’t want to marry anyone before. The reason why you agreed to 

choose concubine was because of the meaning of Empress Dowager and Imperial Uncle. But now you 

are stricken. So it’s reasonable for you to say that you are not going to marry anyone temporarily!” 

Prince Cheng didn’t like women originally, so he didn’t want to marry anyone. This time, he was forced 

to do so and he could not refuse that. But if he refused it because of the matter of Qin Yuru, he could at 

least postpone it for a period of time. 

In fact, this was also what Prince Cheng had decided. After hearing Chu Liuchen’s words, he immediately 

showed a look of realization and then nodded repeatedly. 

“Not bad, not bad. It’s indeed a good way! But…” 

Speaking of this, Prince Cheng hesitated again. 

“Uncle, what else do you have to worry about? Do you really like the First Miss Qin and want to 

compete for a beauty with the heir of Duke Yong’s Mansion?” 

Chu Liuchen raised his beautiful eyebrows and asked curiously. 

“How is it possible? I am afraid that I will get you into trouble. This First Miss of Qin’s Mansion is the 

eldest sister of the Second Miss of Qin’s Mansion and also the daughter of Ningyuan Army General!” 

Prince Cheng shook his head repeatedly, as if he was extremely unwilling to be related to this First Miss 

of Qin’s Mansion. He wanted to keep a distance from the First Miss of Qin’s Mansion as if she was like a 

ghost. 

“It doesn’t matter. I just like to choose a Miss from aristocratic family who doesn’t make me feel 

disgusted and has some feeling with me. As long as you don’t get her involved when you’re talking 

about this matter, it will be okay!” 

Chu Liuchen said and waved his hand indifferently. 



Hearing what he said, Prince Cheng had already understood and laughed out loudly. It seemed that Chu 

Liuchen really didn’t take the Second Miss of Qin’s Mansion seriously. 

Since he had come up with this idea for him, he could not ruin this thing in order to make a good friend 

with Chu Liuchen. He had to find an opportunity to help Chu Liuchen. If he could get Chu Liuchen to 

stand on his side, it would be of great benefit to him. 

Prince Cheng did not believe that his eldest brother did not have any manpower in his hand then. It was 

just that his nephew was too weak. Otherwise, he would have paid more attention to him. 

It would be much easier for him to do whatever he wanted if he could get hold of the people his eldest 

brother had left behind. 

Prince Cheng had his own calculation. Of course, he was trying his best to please his young nephew. He 

was just a sick boy who had not gone through any hardships. And he was a man who was not a threat to 

him. So he just tried to coax him. 

Although he knew that his nephew’s temperament was a little changeable. So what! What could he do 

with such a body! 

Thinking of this, he became more patient. He must not go against Chu Liuchen’s wishes. His own affairs 

would never involve this Second Miss of Qin’s Mansion he just proposed to show his sincerity to Chu 

Liuchen. 

As for the women whom Xiqi had seen before, they must have been found by Chu Liuchen because of 

his reversal mind. Empress Dowager and His Majesty wanted him to marry a noble Miss from an 

aristocratic family, so he deliberately found a woman who had low status and a bad reputation. Of 

course, he wanted to go against the Empress Dowager and His Majesty. 

The reason for his speculation was totally because of Chu Liuchen’s words and behavior just now. 

The silly young boy was just like this. Prince Cheng thought that he used to experience such a time. But 

he was more sensible. It didn’t take long for him to finish this period of time. And now Chu Liuchen’s age 

was just in the time. 

Now that he had figured out the cause and effect, the uncle and nephew naturally became more and 

more congenial. Prince Cheng also tolerated Chu Liuchen very much, as if he was the elder who loved 

him very much. Even if Chu Liuchen was like a rogue and moved a few chess pieces, he was also very 

generous and did not point it out. And the two were in peace. 

They got along well with each other and helped each other think about ideas. The relationship seemed 

to get closer all of a sudden, but something bad happened in Duke Yong’s Mansion. 

When Qin Yuru returned to the mansion, she actually collided with another carriage. The carriage 

flipped out partly, and Qin Yuru was injured and fainted to the ground. 

Qin Yuru did not go out with Qin Huaiyong this time. When she went out from Duke Yong’s Mansion, 

Qin Huaiyong was still talking in the study of Duke Yong’s Mansion. 

When the news came, Qin Huaiyong was anxious to go out, but he was reported that Qin Yuru had been 

taken away by the carriage of Duke Xing’s Mansion. 



The accident was also caused by the carriage of Duke Xing’s Mansion, and the person in the carriage was 

the third Madam of Duke Xing’s Mansion. It was said that the Madam was also injured. But when she 

saw Qin Yuru was hurt, she hurried to take Qin Yuru to Duke Xing’s Mansion. 

As a result, Qin Huaiyong went to Duke Xing’s Mansion in a hurry. 

When he arrived at Duke Xing’s Mansion, it happened that Duke Xing was not in the mansion and 

Madam of Duke Xing was taking care of the injured, so she had no time to see him. She only asked her 

servants to tell Qin Huaiyong to rest assured. She said that the First Miss of Qin’s Mansion had woken up 

at this time, but she couldn’t move for a while, so she asked him to go back first. 

Qin Huaiyong had no choice but to go back to his General’s Mansion and directly went to Madam 

Dowager’s Xinning Pavilion to discuss countermeasures with Madam Dowager! 

And this matter was also reported to Qin Wanru… 

Chapter 413 After Grooming, Ready to Go to Duke Xing’s Mansion 

“Is Big Sister hurt badly?” Qin Wanru blinked, lowered the medical book in her hands, and asked. 

“I hear that she is hurt seriously, and it is not easy for her to move for a while. It is said that she should 

not be hit so seriously. But because they took care of the carriage of the third Madam, thus she is hurt 

so seriously.” Yujie reported. 

Although the words were heard like this, and they even came from the mouth of the servants of Qin 

Huaiyong, Yujie still didn’t feel convinced. Though others didn’t know what kind of people First Miss 

was, she knew that. 

With her extreme selfishness, how could she hurt herself for others?! 

Hearing that Yujie laid great stress on the word “hear”, Qin Wanru laughed. She raised her eyebrows, 

and joked with emphasis. “You hear?” 

“Yes, I hear words like this. But I don’t believe that!” Seeing that her Miss had the mood to joke with 

her, Yujie knew that Miss must have guessed something. So her tight face came loose, and a slight smile 

appeared on her face 

As long as Miss understood, that was good. She was afraid that Miss did not expect such a thing and 

would be disrupted immediately. 

“It would be really good to hear such a thing,” Qin Wanru said with some meaning. 

“First Miss is afraid that the things that happened in Prince Cheng’s mansion before would come out, so 

she did such a thing?” Yujie must not be stupid, and she was familiar with the nature of Qin Yuru. At this 

time, she considered it a bit, and immediately opened her eyes and said with surprise. 

This kind of thing was not an ordinary thing. If some accidents happened, it would be fatal. She didn’t 

believe that First Miss would sacrifice so much. 

“Even if something really happened, it wouldn’t hurt Qin Yuru.” Qin Wanru stood up and walked to the 

window. Her eyes fell on the fence outside the window. 



The third Madam of Duke Xing’s Mansion seemed to be at odds with this Madam of Duke Xing. 

In the last life, the affairs of Duke Xing’s Mansion were far away from her. If it wasn’t because Qin Yuru 

had mentioned it in front of her to humiliate her proudly, it would be people or things from another 

world. Who could have thought that they were her real family members? Of course, they were just 

family members with the same blood. 

“Second Miss, what shall we do now?” Qing Yue asked with hesitation. She was always cautious and felt 

that there should be something following. 

“Go to prepare some clothes to change. Someone should come to invite me in a while!” Qin Wanru said 

after being silent. Qin Yuru and Madam of Duke Xing played so well at such a crucial time. Although 

others would criticize Qin Yuru for her being low and degrading in Prince Cheng’s mansion, since she had 

met such a big thing because of others, the rumors would be reduced to a minimum even if there were 

still someone criticizing her. 

She hurt herself in order to protect the third Madam of Duke Xing’s Mansion, and even now she couldn’t 

move. Just for this point, it was not appropriate for someone to blame her at this time. 

Misses of aristocratic family pay attention to etiquette. Even if they talk about gossip, they must have a 

standard. Now Qin Yuru was still lying in bed and didn’t know anything. At this time, talking about her 

bad things would make others question the character of this Miss of aristocratic family. 

Qin Yuru had grasped the key point accurately. It was a good step, which was like “besiege Wei to rescue 

Zhao”. She wanted to use such a good reputation to eliminate that bad reputation. Although she might 

not eliminate that bad reputation totally, there would not be so much blame for Qin Yuru’s affairs at 

Prince Cheng’s mansion. 

They would even help her find a reason to explain what had happened at Prince Cheng’s mansion. 

But sometimes people could not calculate better than the god. Qin Yuru calculated all the responses of 

Misses of aristocratic families, the benefits of this thing to her and also the key timing. 

But what she did not count in was the hearts of the people in the palace. How the mind of Prince Cheng 

could be calculated by her! 

Men and women handled things differently. They did not speak gossip. But directly assaulting her would 

be more effective than gossip. 

Prince Cheng hadn’t married for so many years, so he must have his special ideas. He was forced to 

choose a concubine before, and it was helpless. If there was such a reason for which he needed not 

choose a concubine aboveboard, how could he not seize it… 

“Miss, you mean that general will let you take care of First Miss?” After hearing Qin Wanru saying that, 

the two servant girls looked at each other and suddenly understood. Qing Yue stepped forward urgently 

and said. 

Duke Xing’s Mansion was as dangerous as the tiger’s cave. It would not be a good thing if their Miss 

went there at this time. 



“It’s okay. This time is good. Prepare the clothes!” Qin Wanru smiled unpredictably, turned around, and 

sat down beside the make-up table. “Qing Yue, help me clean up.” 

“Miss, do you really want to go? Both Madam of Duke Xing and First Miss have malice to you. Didn’t you 

say that you would not go there at this time before?” 

Yujie followed in puzzle. Seeing that Qing Yue had put down the black hair of Qin Wanru, she couldn’t 

bear and asked. 

“Things will change with time. This time is different from the past, and it is quite troublesome.” Qin 

Wanru looked up at herself in the mirror. Under the black hair, her face seemed to be more childish. Her 

skin was delicate and as white as snow with a faint blush. The complexion was quite good at a glance. 

The corner of her red lips was slightly raised, and she was extremely charming. 

Actually the make-up was too strong for her, especially this lip corner. She bit the lip corner with dislike, 

watching the lip corner becoming white at the moment of release, but then slowly recovered to be red 

like what it was before. 

In fact, she didn’t like such a kind of make-up with strong color. She hadn’t slept well these days. 

Whenever she waked up with nightmares, she felt that someone was accusing her of her bright-colored 

lips, which was too charming. So many people were accusing her and then someone slapped her… 

“Miss, Miss…” Qing Yue’s cry came into her ear suddenly. 

Qin Wanru woke up suddenly. She looked at herself in the mirror, and her face paled slightly. She even 

remembered this dream again, which had been stirring her sleep these days. 

“I didn’t want to go there before, for it would make them more anxious at that time and they would be 

more urgent to find a reason. Since they should find a reason, they must find a reasonable reason. 

However, Qin Yuru could not get out of the mansion now. So it is not easy to find a reasonable reason 

which could be approved by father.” 

Qin Wanru calmed herself down and took back all the thoughts in her mind. Her long eyelashes flickered 

and she covered the deep thoughts in her eyes. She didn’t say some things very clearly. She was just 

delineating a predetermined result. How it would be depended on the actions of Qin Yuru and Madam 

of Duke Xing. 

But this time, the matter of Prince Cheng’s mansion forced Qin Yuru to do something. 

If the matter of Prince Cheng’s mansion was really publicized, she might not be able to walk outside in 

the future. Even if Qin Huaiyong was more partial to her, he would not let her go out to become a 

shame of the family. The simplest and most direct way was to keep her in the mansion until she got 

married. After she was married to Duke Yong’s Mansion, whether Qin Yuru would appear in front of 

people was not the thing that Qin Huaiyong should consider. 

As for whether Di Yan would marry Qin Yuru, Qin Wanru had no doubt at all. In this case, Di Yan had to 

marry her! 

With so many things happening, Di Yan and Qin Yuru had long been entangled. 

And she would love to see it. 



When the marriage she spared no effort to plan was not as happy and satisfied as she imagined, what 

would happen to the couple with complaints really made people look forward to it. 

When Qin Yuru was anxious and Madam of Duke Xing made a desperate decision, some things might not 

have been arranged before just like the third Madam who left the mansion this time… 

She needed a loophole of Duke Xing’s Mansion. And the third Madam would be a good one! 

Qin Wanru’s speculation was indeed accurate. She just cleaned her up here, and Qin Huaiyong sent 

someone to call her there. He asked her a few words about what happened in Prince Cheng’s mansion. 

Then he simply stated that this might be a misunderstanding. People from Duke Yong’s Mansion also 

said that it was a misunderstanding. 

And he said that he would let Qin Yuru explain it clearly. But now these were not important. It was not 

proper for Qin Yuru to stay at Duke Xing’s Mansion alone. But if she was brought back, it would be 

inconvenient because she was hurt seriously. There was only Qin Wanru in Qin’s Mansion who could go 

to Duke Xing’s Mansion to take care of Qin Yuru. So they just let Qin Wanru stay at Duke Xing’s Mansion 

for a few days and accompany Qin Yuru. 

When Qin Yuru got better, she could accompany Qin Yuru to go back. 

“Yes, father.” Qin Wanru nodded, very respectfully. 

Looking at such a little daughter, Qin Huaiyong hesitated for a while. But he still spoke with a soft voice, 

“Your Big Sister was corrupted by Madam Di in the past. This time, she still maintains a good heart. I 

hope that your sisters could get closer to each other in the future. And your Big Sister doesn’t have a 

mother to take care of her now!” 

“Father, don’t worry. I know.” Qin Wanru raised her watery eyes and agreed softly. 

At this time, her father was still so eccentric, and felt that Qin Yuru had done so many bad things before 

because of the teaching of Madam Di. And now he also implied Qin Wanru that Madam Di would not be 

let out. 

Actually he shouldn’t say this to her. But he wanted to comfort her. 

The corner of her lips secretly ticked. Qin Wanru was more and more disappointed with this father now. 

Qin Yuru was his natural daughter. So she didn’t feel it was wrong for Qin Huaiyong to be partial to Qin 

Yuru. But he was so eccentric as if he didn’t have the wisdom in the past and he only could see the 

surface of Qin Yuru. She really did not believe that Qin Huaiyong was such a person! 

Now that he could see and hear, but he still did the same. What else couldn’t she understand? 

She must leave this Qin’s Mansion. She was only worried about Madam Dowager and Shui Ruolan. 

Fortunately, Madam Di couldn’t do anything as she was like this. If later all the vain hope of Qin Yuru 

was ruined, she could not make any troublesome. 

“Father, I’ll go back and sort out some necessary clothes first.” Qin Wanru reported retreating. 



Qin Huaiyong nodded and waved his hand. Qin Wanru made another salute, and slowly walked away 

from Qin Huaiyong’s study with Yujie. Behind her, Qin Huaiyong looked at Qin Wanru’s back silently. 

With obscure meaning under his eyes, he sighed deeply after a long time. He walked back to the desk 

and took a thing from the mezzanine under the desk. After reading it, he took it in his hands hesitantly. 

But after thinking about it, he put it down again and stuffed it into the folder of the desk… 

Chapter 414 Nanny Huang in Anxiety, Would Go Together! 

Qin Wanru did not expect that she would meet Nanny Huang, who was walking hurriedly on the road. 

“Second Miss.” When she saw Qin Wanru, Nanny Huang did not avoid her, but turned around on the 

path and stopped in front of Qin Wanru. 

“Nanny Huang!” Qin Wanru saluted her from the side. Nanny Huang was the invited etiquette 

instructor, so her status in the mansion was naturally different from that of the common people. 

“Second Miss, is there anything wrong with First Miss?” Nanny Huang asked anxiously. Although the 

news about Qin Yuru had been spread to Qin’s Mansion, few people had the full details. 

“Something happened to First Miss’s carriage? Was she seriously hurt? How could it happen so 

suddenly?” Nanny Huang asked urgently. She had originally wanted to look for Qin Huaiyong in the 

outer study, but when she met Qin Wanru here, she stopped and questioned Qin Wanru. 

“She must be seriously injured. It is said that she cannot get up now, so she is staying at Duke Xing’s 

Mansion. It is better for her not to move too much.” Qin Wanru looked at Nanny Huang and said calmly. 

“She is in Duke Xing’s Mansion now?” Nanny Huang looked surprised. 

Qin Wanru nodded and turned, seemingly wanting to leave in a hurry. 

“Second Miss, are you going to Duke Xing’s Mansion to see First Miss?” Nanny Huang asked hurriedly. 

“Big Sister is in Duke Xing’s Mansion alone. It is inconvenient for mother or grandmother to go there. I 

am the only one who is more suited to look after her.” Qin Wanru said in a low voice. 

This statement was true and that was why she had prepared for this in advance. 

“Second Miss, can you bring me to have a look? I am worried about First Miss.” Nanny Huang suggested. 

“Nanny, do you want to go there?” Qin Wanru stared at Nanny Huang in surprise, with a pair of bright, 

shimmery eyes and looked at her from head to toe. 

Nanny Huang was Qin Yuru’s etiquette instructor, so she was not in charge of Qin Yuru in all aspects, like 

a supervisor Nanny. Moreover, she could not really treat Qin Yuru as a master. If she had just been an 

etiquette instructor, she should only have an employer-employee relationship with Qin Yuru, and there 

was no need to worry so much about her. 

“First Miss treated me well before. Now that First Miss is badly hurt, I have to go and have a look. It is 

not convenient for Madam to see First Miss in her current condition,” Nanny Huang said sincerely. 

In this way, she and Qin Yuru really had a good relationship! 



Yujie was stunned and looked at Nanny Huang as if she had seen a ghost. Fortunately, Nanny Huang had 

good self-restraint. Even under Yujie’s shocked gaze, her expression did not change at all, as if she really 

had a good relationship with Qin Yuru. 

“Nanny, since you want to go, you can come with me later. I will pack some clothes first, and you can 

wait for me at the carriage.” Qin Wanru narrowed her eyes slightly, and her eyes were dark and deep. 

“Okay, I will wait for you.” Nanny Huang said straightforwardly. Then she turned around and 

accompanied by a little servant girl behind her, went directly to the yard where the carriages were 

parked in the mansion. 

“Miss, what is she going to do?” Yujie asked, looking at Nanny Huang walking away. 

“Obviously, she is going to give some advice.” Qin Wanru turned around and continued to walk inside 

slowly. They were the ones who were anxious, rather than her, so she did not need to be in a hurry. 

“Just pack slowly. If everything goes well, Qin Yuru will stage a bigger play at this time at the Duke Xing’s 

Mansion. Of course, I must keep up with her!” thought Qin Wanru. 

“Nanny Huang is going to give advice to First Miss, so why should we take her with us?” Yujie followed 

Qin Wanru and said this is a puzzled tone, “Since she wholeheartedly follows First Miss, she is opposing 

you. Miss, you should not take her with us.” 

“Better to take her with us, otherwise Qin Yuru will have no helpers. If she wants to do something at 

that time, no one can help her.” Qin Wanru smiled and said this in a meaningful way. 

Qin Yuru was not a law-abiding person and she would always make some fuss. Besides, Qin Yuru had no 

need to be law-abiding. The more restless she was, the better, because she could always stir up all kinds 

of trouble beyond Madam of Duke Xing’s imagination. Qin Wanru could not let Madam of Duke Xing 

take control of the situation. 

Qin Yuru was very good, because she was good at creating trouble! 

Even though Nanny Huang was included, she was just a helper. It did not mean that Nanny Huang was 

not smart enough. Nanny Huang was not clear about the affairs in Qin’s Mansion, so some solutions she 

came up with might not be appropriate. 

Just like the matter in Prince Cheng’s Mansion, Qin Wanru firmly believed that it had not been Nanny 

Huang’s idea that Qin Yuru had tried to hook up with Prince Cheng. It was Qin Yuru herself, who wanted 

to attach herself to the rich, and then she had acted like this. 

At this time, neither Madam of Duke Xing nor Nanny Huang had known that Qin Yuru had made such a 

big mistake. They had to wait and see how they would help Qin Yuru plug this loophole. 

Madam of Duke Xing thought that everything would be fine after she kept Qin Yuru in Duke Xing’s 

Mansion. But she had not expected that this matter of Qin Yuru also fell onto Duke Xing’s Mansion. 

Qin Wanru was a little slow because she had to tidy up and pack up some spare things. This time, Qu Le 

and Yujie were the two servant girls that she brought with her to Duke Xing’s Mansion. She also packed 

some clothes necessary for a daily change. When they arrived at the parking place, Nanny Huang was 

already anxiously pacing around in circles. 



When she saw Qin Wanru coming over, she breathed a sigh of relief. 

“Nanny Huang, sorry to have kept you waiting. Let’s get on the carriage together!” Qin Wanru smiled 

and invited her. 

“Second Miss, you are so polite!” Nanny Huang had calmed down at this time and said this gently. After 

all, she was not Qin Yuru. 

Qin Wanru got on the carriage first, followed by Nanny Huang. The two servant girls got on the carriage 

last, but the little servant girl who had followed Nanny Huang before, was not with them. 

The carriage was not big, but it was quite spacious for four people. 

After everyone was seated, the coachman drove the carriage to Duke Xing’s Mansion. 

It was very quiet in the carriage along the way. Qin Wanru closed her eyes slightly to rest, and no one 

could see whether her eyes were closed or not, under her long eyelashes. 

Nanny Huang lowered her head and frowned. When she got on the carriage, she actually wanted to talk 

with Qin Wanru. However, Qin Wanru leaned against the wall as soon as she got on the carriage. She 

closed her shimmery eyes to refresh herself, so she could not disturb her anymore. 

Qin Wanru did not say anything, so it was not convenient for Nanny Huang to talk to the two servant 

girls. 

It was indeed her idea to arrange for their carriage to collide with the carriage of Duke Xing’s Mansion. 

But a collision of two carriages also needed careful planning. Originally, she wanted Qin Yuru to spread 

the news today, and then they would discuss more about it. It was also unexpected that she had directly 

bumped into the carriage of Duke Xing’s Mansion today. 

Had she really bumped into it by accident? Nanny Huang always had this question in her mind. She 

originally wanted to inquire about it from Qin Wanru, but now she could only figure it out on her own. 

And the more she thought about it, the more she felt that there was something strange about the whole 

affair. 

They had agreed to wait for the next opportunity before taking action. How could it happen so fast! 

She raised her eyes and looked at Qin Wanru. Nothing could be seen from her face, but Nanny Huang 

felt inexplicably uneasy. She always felt that this matter was not what it seemed to be. 

Nanny Huang felt uneasy all the way to Duke Xing’s Mansion. When the carriage stopped, Nanny Huang 

jumped off the carriage first, and then the two servant girls got off. Finally, Qin Wanru stepped down 

with Yujie’s help. 

“Second Miss Qin, please!” Nanny Sheng had been waiting for the carriage for a long time. When she 

saw Qin Wanru coming down, she bowed to Qin Wanru and led her forward with a smile. 

They walked around for a long time before they arrived at the gate of a courtyard. 

Looking at the road they had come from, Qin Wanru frowned. This courtyard was very close to Chuihua 

Gate and they arrived at this courtyard soon after entering Chuihua Gate. 



“We set up the guest courtyard for First Miss Qin. In order to make it convenient for the doctor to call, 

our Madam arranged for First Miss Qin to stay here.” Seeing Qin Wanru looking back at the old maid 

guarding Chuihua Gate, Nanny Sheng immediately understood what she meant and explained with a 

smile. 

Therefore, this should be very close to the outer courtyard. 

Nanny Huang did not care about this. She could not help but ask anxiously, “Nanny Sheng, how is our 

First Miss?” 

“You are?” Nanny Sheng looked at Nanny Huang from head to toe, feeling that this old maid in front of 

her did not look like the supervisor maid of Qin’s Mansion. 

“This is Big Sister’s etiquette instructor, Nanny Huang.” Qin Wanru introduced her, with a smile. 

“Etiquette instructor? Why is she here at this time?” Nanny Sheng frowned secretly. She did not think 

that Qin Yuru’s accident had anything to do with an etiquette instructor, but she would definitely not 

say anything excessive in front of Nanny Huang. So she smiled and said, “Don’t worry, Nanny Huang. 

First Miss did not have a serious accident.” 

Not a serious accident? So she was still slightly hurt in the accident? 

Qin Wanru raised her shimmery eyes in surprise, as a flash of coldness showed at the bottom of her 

eyes. 

“How is First Miss?” Nanny Huang really cared about Qin Yuru. When she heard Nanny Sheng’s tone of 

voice, she did not look well. 

“Her hand was slightly hurt. It is just not convenient for her to move now.” Nanny Sheng said honestly. 

This was really an accident. Originally, it had been planned to be merely a slight bump. 

The coachman of Duke Xing’s Mansion had already been bribed by Madam. Originally, Madam had 

intended to go out, but Third Madam happened to go out. She had wanted to borrow Madam’s carriage, 

so Madam lent her carriage to Third Madam. 

Even if it was Madam or Third Madam, this was just an excuse. 

It could have been a slight bump, but unexpectedly the carriage which was supposed to “accidentally” 

bump into hers, had really startled the horse. Although the coachman managed to control the horse tied 

to the shaft, the two carriages had indeed collided. Third Madam was seriously injured, and First Miss 

Qin also seemed to be badly injured. 

Fortunately, the rest had happened as arranged. Whether the collision was serious or not, they could 

directly take Qin Yuru and could even exaggerate the fact that First Miss Qin had saved Third Madam. 

“Is her hand broken?” Nanny Huang said in a trembling voice. She had only planned to let Qin Yuru get 

slight jolted in the carriage and say that she was injured, but she had not expected that Qin Yuru had 

really hurt her hand. 

“It is not broken. She just needs to recuperate, because her wrist was twisted.” Nanny Sheng said 

vaguely. 



“Let’s go and see Big Sister first!” Was it a coincidence? It was an unexpected result and Third Madam 

was really wronged! If Qin Yuru had planned well, she would have been prepared. There must be 

something mysterious about Qin Yuru’s carriage. She already had the idea in her mind that she would 

ask someone to have a look when the opportunity arose, Qin Wanru looked at Nanny Cheng and said 

lightly. 

“Okay, okay, let Second Miss have a look herself!” Nanny Sheng immediately agreed with a smile. As she 

said this, they entered the yard. 

The moment they stepped into the courtyard, they heard a sharp scream, which shocked them so much 

that they stopped in their tracks. 

Hearing this familiar scream, Qin Wanru glanced at Nanny Huang’s pale face and Nanny Sheng’s 

embarrassed smile. A flash of darkness crossed her eyes. It seemed that it was not such a simple matter 

of Qin Yuru merely twisting her wrist. Now she was looking forward to Qin Yuru’s situation.. 

Chapter 415 The Accident Happened in Qin Yuru’s Calculation 

Is this the consequence of twisting one’s tendon? 

Qin Wanru looked in astonishment at Qin Yuru, who was in front of her. 

Her face was still the same, despite being a little distorted. Her body also looked fine and she had just 

reached out her hand to hit the servant girl and knock her down to the ground. Her legs and feet were 

also fine and she stood there steadily, as if nothing serious had happened to her. Indeed, she was not 

seriously injured. 

The only thing that looked unpleasant was her tilted head. 

Yes, her head was stiff and tilted to one side. She looked extremely strange, as if her head had been 

turned toward one side. Her face which was originally quite beautiful, looked not only distorted, but also 

very fierce. 

“Qin Wanru, what are you doing here? Who asked you to come?” Just now, Qin Yuru screamed in pain 

because the servant girl accidentally touched her neck. Then, she knocked the servant girl down to the 

ground, but she did not expect that Qin Wanru would come in at that time. She momentarily felt angry 

and regretful, overwhelmed with shame and rage, so she screamed loudly at Qin Wanru. 

Although she had readied herself for the collision, she had not expected that there would be an accident 

and she had indeed twisted her neck. Although the doctor said that it was not a big deal and she just 

needed to recuperate for a period, her poor appearance happened to be seen by Qin Wanru. 

Nanny Huang frowned and wanted to say something, but after looking at Nanny Sheng, she closed her 

eyes, and had a severe look on her face. There were too many people around, so it was not convenient 

for her to ask Qin Yuru about something. She could only stand aside and see what was going on. 

“First Miss, Second Miss is here to see you.” Nanny Sheng said coldly to Qin Yuru, with a serious face. 

She did not say much, but the warning in the words made Qin Yuru’s face turn pale. She immediately 

sobered up, but she could not give up her self-esteem to pretend to have sisterly ties with Qin Wanru, 



so she snorted and turned back to sit down. With her tilted head, she glanced at Qin Wanru, and her 

voice slowed down. 

“Did Father ask you to come and see me?” 

“How did Big Sister bump into the carriage of Duke Xing’s Mansion?” Qin Wanru smiled slightly and 

calmly sat down on the chair at the side. She did not show any affection toward Qin Yuru; it was as if she 

only wanted to ask about the accident. 

“What do you mean that I bumped into the carriage? It was the carriage from Duke Xing’s Mansion that 

hit me. If I did not ask the coachman to attempt to calm the horse at that time, Third Madam of Duke 

Xing’s Mansion would have been in big trouble.” Qin Yuru said angrily. She was always determined not 

to show any weakness in front of Qin Wanru, so she immediately retorted when she heard what Qin 

Wanru said. 

“Do you mean that the carriage of Third Madam of Duke Xing’s Mansion bumped into you?” Qin Wanru 

frowned and looked as if she was trying to figure out the truth. 

“Obviously someone else bumped into me. I was hurt so badly by her.” Qin Yuru stretched out her hand 

to touch her twisted neck and said angrily. 

She was very angry. She had put in a lot of thoughts into the accident that would happen when she 

collided with the carriage of Duke Xing’s Mansion. She had put several beddings in the carriage, 

obviously to avoid being badly hit. If she had been really hurt, the loss would outweigh the gain. 

Her hands and feet had all been protected, but her head had not been protected and had resulted in her 

neck being accidentally twisted. Although the doctor said that it was not a big deal and she would 

recover in a few days, her appearance did not allow her to meet people and Qin Wanru saw this directly. 

This was the last thing she wanted. 

“Was it Third Madam of Duke Xing’s Mansion who bumped into your carriage?” Qin Wanru seemingly 

did not understand, so she asked again. 

“Isn’t it true? Obviously, it was she who collided with me!” Qin Yuru thought that Qin Wanru did not 

believe this, so she replied angrily. 

“Nanny Sheng, what was wrong with Third Madam’s carriage? How could it collide with someone on the 

street for no reason?” Qin Wanru raised the corner of her mouth slightly, and shifted her gaze from Qin 

Yuru’s face to Nanny Sheng’s face, with coldness in her shimmery eyes. 

“It was an accident. No one knew that such a thing would happen. Actually, the carriage in our mansion 

is in quite a good condition before, but it is unknown how it bumped into First Miss Qin’s carriage. 

Fortunately, the two of them are fine now. Since it is not suitable for First Miss Qin to go out looking like 

this, she can stay in our mansion to rest for a while and have a check if she has any other injuries!” 

Nanny Sheng explained with a smile. 

“An accident?” Qin Wanru seemed a little suspicious. 



Nanny Sheng’s heart missed a beat and she felt a little uneasy somehow. But she still said with a smile, 

“Of course it was an accident. No one knows how such kind of thing happened. Our Third Madam is 

badly injured and cannot get up now.” 

Compared with Qin Yuru who had been well prepared, Third Madam of Duke Xing’s Mansion was caught 

unawares. Her injuries were much more severe than Qin Yuru’s, and she was still lying on the bed now. 

Qin Wanru stood up and said, “I will go and visit Third Madam!” 

Since she came here on behalf of Qin’s Mansion, she naturally had to visit Third Madam of Duke Xing’s 

Mansion. She also brought gifts with her. 

“Thank you for your kindness, Second Miss Qin. But our Third Madam does not have enough energy to 

meet guests now.” Nanny Sheng said with an embarrassed look. 

“Third Madam was hurt so badly?” Qin Wanru asked in surprise. 

Nanny Sheng nodded and said with a serious look, “Our Third Madam is really badly injured, so it is 

inconvenient for her to see guests now.” 

“In that case, please bring these gifts to Third Madam to express our mansion’s regret,” Qin Wanru said 

softly. 

Since Nanny Sheng had said so, she naturally could not be an inhospitable guest, and forcibly request to 

see the third Madam of Duke Xing’s Mansion. Thinking about all of this, she was sure that the third 

Madam had indeed been seriously injured. 

Qin Yuru was actually unscathed, except for accidentally twisting her neck. Her so-called injury was 

actually just a statement. 

There was a trace of solitude in her shimmery eyes, and a sardonic smile appeared at the corners of her 

lips. The third Madam’s serious injury was one reason, and the other reason why she was not allowed to 

see the third Madam was because they were afraid that she would find out about something! But 

although she did not ask, she could contact the third Madam. 

The third Madam of Duke Xing’s Mansion certainly did not have so much power as Madam of Duke Xing. 

But she was not useless… 

“Thank you Second Miss Qin. I will make a trip for Second Miss. First Miss seems not to be able to go 

out. So Second Miss, please choose a house to live and wait for First Miss to get better and then she can 

go back” 

Nanny Sheng nodded repeatedly and said with smile. 

Qin Wanru smiled slightly, and gestured to the servant girl behind her. The servant girl held the gift in 

her hand, and Nanny Sheng asked someone to take it. 

Qin Wanru chose the house on the right of Qin Yuru’s house. 

Qin Yuru lived in the main house in this yard. The house Qin Wanru chose was toward the direction of 

the inner court and the other side of the house was near the direction of the outer court. 



This yard happened to be near the Chuihua Gate. One side was near the outer court, while another side 

was near the inner court. 

After Wanru had chosen her house, Nanny Sheng gave some orders to the servant girls in the yard, and 

then she went back with the gift from Qin Wanru, to report. 

Qin Wanru stood still in the courtyard, narrowing her eyes and looking at the big pine tree in the 

courtyard. 

Although this yard was large, it looked a little somber as a whole. There was a small pavilion under the 

big tree. There were stone tables and stone benches. This was a very elegant place. 

This outer courtyard was clean, but there was no flowers and plants. Near the courtyard walls were 

pavilions. It had both an inner court and an outer court. Duke Xing’s Mansion had many of these 

pavilions that came in various shapes. Seeing it from far away, people would feel that the prosperity of 

Duke Xing’s Mansion was not comparable to that of ordinary families. 

Because the Qin sisters were now living inside, each of them now had a personal servant girl. Duke 

Xing’s Mansion only provided an old maid to tend to the door and two servant girls to serve in the 

courtyard and take charge of all the cleaning outside. 

After all, she was the Miss from the other mansion, and she was living here as a guest. This arrangement 

was quite normal. 

“Second Miss, First Miss wants you to come in.” Mei Xue walked out of the house in a hurry, and 

greeted Qin Wanru respectfully. 

“What’s the matter?” Qin Wanru ignored her and walked into the pavilion, leisurely. Yujie hurriedly 

picked up a cushion on the side and put it on the side fence for her. Qin Wanru sat down and leaned 

against the fence. 

“First Miss feels uncomfortable. She hopes that you could find another doctor for her.” Mei Xue had to 

follow her and answered. 

“She does not believe in the doctor sent by Duke Xing’s Mansion?” Qin Wanru raised her eyes slightly. 

Her eyes were clear without any emotion. 

“It’s not that we don’t believe him. It’s … it’s First Miss who is afraid of having sequelae.” Mei Xue said 

anxiously. 

Although the doctor promised her that it was not serious, but as a woman, who would want to twist her 

neck?. She could not stand being in this situation for one day, not to mention there were still many days 

to go. And her First Miss had such a bad temper that Mei Xue did not dare to take up her time. 

Therefore, she proposed to Qin Yuru that she might want to invite other doctors to take a look. 

Before, the people from Duke Xing’s Mansion were there, so she was too embarrassed to say more. But 

now Second Miss had come. She could ask Second Miss for help to find some doctors. 

On the one hand, it could speed up the healing of her neck. On the other hand, it could also let outsiders 

know that Qin Yuru was seriously injured, and several doctors had been invited to tend to her. 



“Is there any sequelae?” Qin Wanru asked, without any anxiety. 

Mei Xue’s sweat started to form on her forehead. “I … don’t know.” 

“Since you don’t know, let things be as it is. Although Big Sister’s appearance is a little ugly, Childe Di is 

not here at the moment. So he will not see the extreme ugly appearance of Big Sister. It would not be a 

big problem.” Qin Wanru raised her delicate little face, and said this in a soft voice. But her words were 

full of mockery. 

“Second Miss…” Mei Xue wanted to ask again, but Yujie interrupted her unkindly. “Mei Xue, please go 

back first. It’s useless to invite many doctors to see First Miss, just for her appearance now. Instead, she 

should just let more people see her as a joke.” 

These words were full of mockery, almost not giving Qin Yuru, the First Miss, a little face at all. Mei Xue 

was very angry and felt helpless. She bit her lips, looked at Qin Wanru who was quite nonchalant about 

it, and turned to leave, as she gritted her teeth. 

“Qin Wanru, what do you mean?” The house was actually not far away. Qin Yuru had been standing at 

the window and looking at Qin Wanru. At this time, she heard what Qin Wanru and her servant girl were 

saying. She was so angry that her face became ashen. She could not stand it right now. She pushed the 

door and went out, saying angrily. 

Nanny Huang wanted to stop her, but it was too late! 

“Big Sister, what are you doing out with such an appearance! Do you want to make trouble in Duke 

Xing’s Mansion after making trouble in Prince Cheng’s mansion?” Qin Wanru stood up helplessly, 

looking at Qin Yuru, who had rushed out to inquire. 

The voice was not high, but it was enough to make Qin Yuru’s lungs explode, especially when she 

mentioned the matter about Prince Cheng’s mansion. She raised her hand with the intention to slap Qin 

Wanru’s tender face. 

Yujie had sharp eyes and agile hands. She pulled Qin Wanru a step back, managing to avoid Qin Yuru’s 

slap. 

In an attic some distance away, someone saw this scene in front of him, and his brows furrowed 

together tightly … 

Chapter 416 Find One More Doctor 

“The First Miss of Ningyuan Army General’s Mansion?” 

“Yes!” 

“She seems…quite impolite!” The man said coldly, looking away from the window. His pavilion was a 

little far away, but he could still see Qin Yuru rushing out with an aggressive look. 

The two sisters of Qin’s Mansion were indeed at odds with each other, but he did not expect that it was 

to such an extent. And this First Miss Qin looked really abominable, and the Second Miss Qin’s back was 

to him, so he could not see her clearly. But it seemed that she was the weaker one. 



After exchanging a few words with a servant girl, the First Miss Qin rushed out and tried to hit her, 

showing herself to be like a shrew. This woman certainly did not endear anyone to her. 

“Qin Wanru, did you come to Duke Xing’s Mansion to accompany me, or to make me angry?” Qin Yuru 

failed to hit Qin Wanru, and she became angrier. 

She did not expect anyone to see them in the pavilion. She was so sure that there would be no 

outsiders. She did not need to suppress her temper at all. Fortunately, she still knew that it was Duke 

Xing’s Mansion. When she failed to hit Qin Wanru, she did not come over, but stared at Qin Wanru 

fiercely. 

“Big Sister, do you think the matter of Prince Cheng’s Mansion can be so easily settled?” Qin Wanru 

raised her shimmery eyes and looked at Qin Yuru calmly. 

She was too calm, and there was no change in her expression. But her attitude made Qin Yuru panicky. 

How could she not be afraid of the matter regarding Prince Cheng’s mansion. That was why she had sent 

an urgent message to Madam of Duke Xing. 

“Does that matter have anything to do with you? Qin Wanru, you don’t have to worry about it.” Qin 

Yuru was annoyed when she brought up the matter. She snorted unkindly and turned to go into the 

house. When Qin Wanru said this, she immediately felt that this matter had to be told to Madam of 

Duke Xing first, and she did not even bother to trouble Qin Wanru. 

Nanny Huang happened to be here, so she would consult Nanny Huang. 

“Let’s go out for a walk!” Seeing Qin Yuru returning to the house in a hurry, Qin Wanru knew that she 

was looking for Nanny Huang to discuss the matter. Qin Wanru also stood up and walked away. 

Sure enough, Nanny Huang was helping Qin Yuru to find some solutions. When she saw Nanny Huang 

for the first time, she felt that this etiquette instructor was very arrogant. At that time, when she looked 

at Qin Yuru and Qin Wanru, she seemed to weigh it for a while. It seemed that although she was 

entrusted by Duke Yong’s Mansion, she did not help Qin Yuru wholeheartedly. 

However, just after such a short time, she started helping Qin Yuru wholeheartedly. If it wasn’t because 

of Duke Yong’s Mansion, Qin Yuru naturally would not believe it. 

As the etiquette instructor, Nanny Huang had a lot of secret relationships. Qin Wanru needed to be 

more careful. 

Right now, she had more important things to do! 

“Yes, Miss!” Yujie nodded and followed, and the two went out of the courtyard, one after the other. 

Not far from the courtyard door was the Chuihua Gate. At the Chuihua Gate, there were two old 

supervisor maids standing and chatting. Seeing Qin Wanru coming out of the yard, the two old maids did 

not take her seriously. They glanced at her and continued to chat. 

Qin Wanru turned back and walked inwards leisurely. After a few steps, she suddenly stopped and 

turned to the two old maids. 



The two old maids were chatting away. One of them saw Qin Wanru coming over. She reached out and 

pulled the sleeve of the other old maid, hinting to her. 

The other old maid turned around unwillingly. 

“Which yard does the third Madam live?” Qin Wanru came over with a smile, and asked. 

“Our third Madam lives in the westernmost yard, far away from here.” The old maid said impatiently 

and pointed to the distance. 

“How are the injuries of your third Madam?” Qin Wanru asked, as if she did not see the displeasure on 

the old maid’s face. 

“Our third Madam has been severely injured and she is not able to get up at this moment!” The old maid 

looked at Qin Wanru from head to toe, as she replied in a flat tone. 

Although the third Madam had no power in the mansion, after all, she was her own master. The third 

Madam had been so badly wounded, but they all treated the First Miss of Qin’s Mansion, as a treasure. 

The two old maids who guarded the gate felt it was unfair for their third Madam. 

She said that she had saved the third Madam, actually she was the one who ran into the third Madam, 

and caused the third Madam to be seriously injured. 

“The third Madam is really so badly hurt?” Qin Wanru asked with surprise. 

“Of course our third Madam is very seriously injured, not like..” When an old maid wanted to continue 

what she was saying after glancing at the yard of Qin Yuru, another old maid tugged at her sleeves. 

The old maid closed her mouth, but she was extremely angry. Although she stopped talking, she looked 

at Qin Wanru in an unkind manner. 

“Second Miss Qin, our third Madam is very badly injured. Even if Second Miss Qin were to go there now, 

I’m afraid that you are not able to see the third Madam.” The other old maid smiled and stepped 

forward to answer Qin Wanru. 

“Can I see your third Miss?” Qin Wanru asked softly again. The person she asked to see was Shao 

Caihuan, the eldest daughter of the third Madam. 

“Our third Miss is not available at this time, she is attending to our third Madam!” The old maid tried to 

refuse her, unwilling to take Qin Wanru there. 

“Can you help find another doctor for her?” Qin Wanru frowned and reluctantly changed to another 

topic. 

“Isn’t the First Miss alright? Why do I have to get another doctor?” The old maid who spoke quickly 

glanced at the courtyard on the side and said this in dissatisfaction. 

The two old maids were guarding Chuihua Gate, and it was close to the courtyard where Qin Yuru lived 

temporarily. Others might not know how bad Qin Yuru’s injury was, but they knew it clearly. The doctor 

had said that the First Miss Qin had not been seriously injured. She had merely twisted her neck and it 

was not convenient for her to move. 



“Big Sister says that she has been seriously injured. She wants to bring in other doctors to tend to her.” 

Qin Wanru’s attitude became kinder, and her manners were very good. Although she looked young, her 

temperament was extraordinary. Compared with Qin Yuru, who was emotional and had caused their 

third Madam to be so seriously injured that she could not get up, Qin Wanru’s manners were much 

better. 

“Second Miss Qin, please don’t mind that I am talking so much. First Miss Qin is really fine. She just 

twisted her neck. If I may say something inappropriate, even if you sleep, you will sometimes twist your 

neck. There is really nothing seriously wrong with her.” That old maid with a good attitude, explained to 

Qin Wanru with a worried face. 

“Could you please help our First Miss find another doctor? Our First Miss has a bad temper.” Yujie said 

in a low voice. She took a step forward. She smiled and took out two purses from her cuffs and stuffed 

them into the hands of the two old maids. 

They felt the purses in their hands and could tell that there was a lot of money inside. The faces of the 

two old maids became kinder. 

“Since Second Miss needs to find a doctor, I can also do the job, but I must warn you. Even if you look 

for one more doctor, he would say this too.” 

“It’s not a problem. I am sorry to bother both Nannys. It’s just whether one more can be invited. If 

several doctors say the same thing, my Big Sister will believe it.” Qin Wanru explained with a smile. 

In other words, Qin Yuru was suspicious, and she did not believe the words of one doctor. 

The two old maids looked at each other, and they were very fond of Qin Wanru. Since they had received 

money from her, they naturally had to do things for her. Finding another doctor was similar to finding 

one doctor. The two old maids discussed this, then one left to guard the door, while the other went out 

to find the doctor. 

Before that, the Madam had repeatedly told them that they could not treat the First Miss of Qin’s 

Mansion casually. Although they were indignant for their third Madam’s sake, they did not dare to 

offend the First Miss Qin. They heard that their Old Madam was really fond of this First Miss Qin. 

Seeing the old maid leaving in a hurry, Qin Wanru turned around and walked in casually, but it was only 

a short time before she was stopped by someone. This was a beautiful servant girl. 

“Greetings, Second Miss!” The servant girl walked forward to Qin Wanru and happened to block Qin 

Wanru’s route. 

Qin Wanru stood still. 

“I have been sent by Old Madam. Our Old Madam would like to see Second Miss Qin.” The servant girl 

said with a smile. 

“Okay!” Qin Wanru thought for a moment and nodded, as she lowered her eyes. 

Old Madam of Duke Xing’s Mansion received Qin Wanru in her yard. After Qin Wanru came in to greet 

her, Old Madam looked at Qin Wanru from head to toe, with a cold face. 



“Old Madam, this is the Second Miss of Qin’s Mansion.” Upon seeing Old Madam’s unkind expression, 

Nanny Yu hurried forward and reintroduced her with a smile. 

Qin Wanru stood with her head lowered. Her long eyelashes covered her cold eyes. She could see that 

this Old Madam did not like her very much. And she was deterring her. 

“Thank for the salvation of Second Miss Qin before!” Old Madam said slowly, after looking at Qin 

Wanru. She did not have any smile on her face. This so-called life-saving grace was also said lightly. 

“It’s just a small thing. Old Madam, you don’t need to be so grateful!” Qin Wanru replied in the same 

tone. She raised her eyes and suppressed the emotions in her eyes. 

Since the person who was saved did not care, why should she bear this life-saving grace! 

“I heard that Second Miss Qin and First Miss have always been at odds, and sisters should cooperate 

with each other. Only peace can make a family prosperous.” Old Madam said this in a low voice. And 

then she looked at her again before she said this. 

Nanny Yu’s face was a little embarrassed. The words of Old Madam were very unpleasant. She meant to 

put the blame Qin Wanru. 

If Qin Wanru was just an ordinary Miss from an aristocratic family, as the Old Madam of Duke Xing’s 

Mansion, she could put the blame as she pleased. 

But Qin Wanru was the life-saver of Old Madam of Duke Xing. Old Madam might not have taken it 

seriously because she had fainted at that time, and she did not even see Qin Wanru. So she could 

pretend that she did not know about the situation. But Nanny Yu had contacted Qin Wanru directly. The 

words of Old Madam made her feel extremely embarrassed. 

There was a feeling of ingratitude! 

“Thanks for Old Madam’s concern!” Qin Wanru smiled and did not argue with her, as she said this. 

Qin Wanru did not like the Old Madam of Duke Xing’s Mansion, who was her actual grandmother. She 

did not believe that the Old Madam of Duke Xing’s Mansion really knew nothing about it, and had even 

been totally deceived by Madam of Duke Xing. 

“I heard that Second Miss Qin had a quarrel with First Miss Qin on the street before. The cause was the 

pair of blood jade bracelets I gave to First Miss Qin. Since Second Miss Qin likes it, there is also a pair 

here. Nanny Yu, come and take it!” Although Old Madam was smiling, her smile was a little cold. She 

reached out and waved at Nanny Yu, and said casually. 

She could not have been more negligent toward Qin Wanru. 

Chapter 417 Pissing off Two Physicians 

Qin Wanru could not decide if she wanted to cry or to laugh. Old Madam of Duke Xing’s Mansion must 

consider herself as one who was above everyone else! 

Old Madam of Duke Xing’s Mansion treated her in the same way she would dismiss a beggar. Her words 

even showed that she attempted to blame Qin Wanru for quarrelling with Qin Yuru in public. The way 



she intended to conceal Qin Yuru’s faults made her really seem like an old grandma who indulged her 

dear biological granddaughter. 

But did she really care about her biological granddaughter? 

Qin Wanru sneered at Old Madam of Duke Xing’s Mansion inwardly, but did not let her emotion show 

on her face. She took a step toward Old Madam of Duke Xing’s Mansion and said reverently, “I 

appreciate your kindness, but I am afraid you must have misunderstood. I don’t like the blood jade 

bracelets, no matter how beautiful Big Sister’s bracelet is. Great Elder Princess once gave me one and I 

sent it to my sister.” 

Since Old Madam of Duke Xing’s Mansion intended to be supercilious, Qin Wanru then imitated her 

grandmother’s power. 

Hearing Qin Wanru’s answer, Old Madam of Duke Xing’s Mansion immediately looked livid and disliked 

Qin Wanru even more. She snorted, “Since Great Elder Princess has sent you one, and then it would be 

better for me not to send you another blood jade bracelet. Your big sister was seriously injured, as she 

tried to save people this time. She is a good girl. When you are back, please inform your grandmother to 

come here, because I have something to tell her.” 

Old Madam gave her instructions to Qin Wanru in an arrogant manner. It seemed that she did not want 

to say more to Qin Wanru. 

“My grandmother is in poor health, so I am afraid she is unable to come here.” Qin Wanru replied in a 

respectful way. 

Getting impatient, Old Madam of Duke Xing’s Mansion frowned and thought Qin Wanru was much more 

rebarbative. “Then let your mother come.” 

“She is in her sixth month of pregnancy, so it is inconvenient for her to come.” Qin Wanru impassively 

turned down Old Madam of Duke Xing’s Mansion’s order. 

“Then your father.” said Old Madam of Duke Xing’s Mansion, impatiently. 

“Yes, Old Madam.” Qin Wanru answered tamely. 

“You go back and tell your father to come here!” Old Madam of Duke Xing’s Mansion waved her hands, 

seeming as if she did not want to talk to Qin Wanru anymore. 

After Qin Wanru bowed reverently to her and she finally left. Seeing Old Madam of Duke Xing’s Mansion 

treating her lady so rudely, Yujie was very irritated. When she walked outside and tried to say 

something, she quickly stopped as Qin Wanru threw her a warning glance. 

When she returned to the courtyard, two physicians invited by the maid who guarded the door, had 

come and were checking Qin Yuru’s pulse. 

Qin Wanru stood beside Qin Yuru, impassively. 

When the physician finished his check, the other physician came toward her. 



“Physician, how is my neck?” Qin Yuru asked the physician who just checked her pulse, about the result, 

hurriedly. 

“Don’t worry. It is fine. You just need to get some rest and get someone to give you the right massage 

for the neck.” The physician who finished his examination, comforted Qin Yuru. 

The other physician also finished his examination. He stood up and said, “It is fine! Don’t worry, First 

Miss!” 

“Since Big Sister was hit by a carriage, is it possible that there might be some internal injuries, besides 

the injury to her neck?” Qin Wanru stepped forward and asked. 

“Internal injuries?” The two physicians looked at each other and then they both shook their heads. 

“First Miss is fine and there are no other injuries, except for her twisted neck.” A physician smiled and 

answered. 

“That condition is not serious, so First Miss will be able to recover after a few days’ rest.” The other 

physician agreed with a smile. 

They both looked relaxed, which seemed to indicate that Qin Yuru’s injury was not very serious. 

“However, another madam sustained a very serious injury. Are you really sure that my big sister is fine?” 

Qin Wanru frowned and put forward her question, which Qin Yuru also wanted to ask. As Qin Wanru 

asked, she also nodded. 

“Yes. It is said that the madam who collided with me was seriously injured. Am I really okay?” 

The reason why Qin Yuru was worried about her condition was because she had been totally scared by 

the scene when Third Madam of Duke Xing’s Mansion was lifted down from the carriage, and had been 

covered with blood. 

“First Miss, you are fine.” One of physicians comforted her. 

“I am really fine?” Qin Yuru was still in doubt. 

“Yes, you are. If you don’t believe the result, you can invite other physicians to come here and check if 

you are really okay!” The physician looked annoyed as Qin Yuru repeatedly doubted his medical skill. He 

started to think that the lady was toying with him. How could the lady still not understand when he had 

told her the results so clearly! 

“First Miss, since both physicians say you are fine, that is great!” Realizing that Qin Yuru was still 

persistent, Nanny Huang immediately stepped forward and answered with a smile, before Qin Yuru 

could say anything. 

“Am I?” Qin Yuru said to herself. She still felt uncomfortable and thought that she had slight aches all 

over her body. 

“Yujie, bring these two physicians out, so they can give us a prescription.” Qin Wanru smiled gently and 

said to Yujie. 



“Physicians, please follow me. My miss has prepared rewards for you and I will give it to you later.” Yujie 

understood and said to them with a smile. 

Both the physicians were satisfied. They nodded in agreement and walked outside, following Yujie. 

“It was you who invited them?” When two physicians walked outside, Qin Yuru immediately looked 

stunned. She had thought that it was Madam of Duke Xing who had invited these physicians, because 

when they came, they just said that they had been asked to come by the servants of Duke Xing’s 

Mansion. 

“Did you think it was Duke Xing’s Mansion who invited them for you?” Qin Wanru answered lightly. She 

sat on a chair and poured a cup of tea for herself. 

“Qin Wanru, are you trying to fool me again?” Qin Yuru sneered. She doubted the two physicians’ words 

before, and now she thought their words were totally unreliable. 

Those who were invited by Qin Wanru must surely listen to her words! 

“What do you want? We are in Duke Xing’s Mansion.” Qin Wanru asked coldly. 

“I don’t want those physicians you found. They must be some quacks! Send them away!” Qin Yuru 

blurted out in a rage. Her attention was on Qin Wanru, but she did not realize that she had involuntarily 

raised her voice. Not only did Qin Wanru hear this clearly, but the two physicians outside also heard her 

clearly. 

Qin Yuru’s words enraged the two physicians. They were physicians, and had always enjoyed a good 

reputation in the capital city. However, they had never expected that someone would doubt their 

medical skills. They looked displeased. 

The two physicians turned around and snorted at the main room. The next moment, they lifted their 

medical kits and left directly, without leaving any prescription. 

“Physicians! Please give a prescription for our miss, first!” Yujie quickly followed and spoke loudly to the 

two physicians who were at the entrance of the courtyard, and were about to walk out of Chuihua Gate. 

“There is nothing wrong with your miss, so there is no need for her to take any medicine!” A physician 

said angrily. 

“But she still thinks she is not well.” Yujie hurriedly answered. 

“Your miss only suffers from a stiff neck! She just twisted her neck and she does not need any 

medicine.” The other physician was much calmer, but it seemed that he was also irritated by Qin Yuru’s 

impulsive words. 

Then he left with the other physician. 

The two old maids who guarded the gate gave a hollow laugh, but did not dare to stop them from 

leaving. 

Both the physicians they invited had a very good reputation in the capital city. Nobody dared to offend 

those famous physicians, as nobody knew when they would have to ask them for help. 



In the capital city, everyone could not afford to offend a physician. 

“Miss, the two physicians just left without giving any prescription!” Seeing two physicians leaving 

without even a backward look, Yujie came back resignedly, and told Qin Wanru about the result. 

“Qin Wanru, I don’t need you to help me. I have asked you to invite a physician but you did not. Instead, 

you turned to these two physicians covertly. What are you trying to do exactly?” 

Qin Yuru gave Qin Wanru a suspicious look. She did not believe that Qin Wanru would be so kind. When 

she sent Mei Xue to ask Qin Wanru for help, she just intended to test her, but she had not really wanted 

Qin Wanru to find a physician. 

Even if Qin Wanru was willing to help her find a physician, she was reluctant to be treated by that 

physician! 

“Miss, I will go after two physicians and let them leave only after they give you a prescription!” Realizing 

that things had gone wrong, Nanny Huang interrupted Qin Yuru and said. 

Physicians would meet various kinds of people in the capital city. Nanny Huang regretted that she had 

not made the connection before. Thus, she talked to Qin Yuru and intended to go after the two 

physicians. 

She had to use money to button their lips! 

“Nanny Huang, I have paid the deposit!” Qin Wanru said, as she glanced at Nanny Huang, who looked 

anxious. 

“What? We have to pay them? They must be impudent quacks who intended to swindle money from us! 

Nanny Huang, you don’t have to go after them! Even if they give a prescription, I will not dare to take 

the medicine!” 

Qin Yuru misunderstood Nanny Huang’s intention and screamed furiously. 

“Miss, these two physicians enjoy a very good reputation in the capital city and they are both proficient 

in medicine. They know many people, so they are not hustlers!” Nanny Huang said hurriedly. Since Qin 

Wanru was still here, she was unable to speak bluntly, but hoped Qin Yuru would be able to understand 

her meaning! 

“It is hard to tell! Nobody knows how much money somebody has given them and tell them to make up 

stories.” Glancing at Qin Wanru, Qin Yuru snorted and said this scornfully. Her remarks appeared to be 

directed at Qin Wanru. 

Qin Wanru did not seem to understand that Qin Yuru was scoffing at her. She gave a strange half laugh 

and leaned back. She stared at Nanny Huang and said, “Nanny Huang, you can go after them and ask if 

they really charged us too much.” 

Nanny Huang did not know how to reply. If she insisted on going after the two physicians, it would mean 

that she also agreed that the two physicians had taken Qin Wanru’s money and were telling lies. 

Although Qin Yuru could say this, she could not. 



“Second Miss, you must be kidding. I only care about my miss’s health condition.” Nanny Huang offered 

an awkward smile and had to stop. 

“Big Sister must know her condition very well. By the way, Nanny Huang, you seem very concerned 

about my Big Sister recently?” Qin Wanru stared at Nanny Huang, and asked her this casually, with a half 

smile. 

“I am responsible for First Miss’ cultivation of mind so I can’t let First Miss make any mistakes.” Nanny 

Huang knew that it was impossible to chase after the two physicians, so she answered gravely. 

“It is good to know your thoughts. Then please take responsibility for my Big Sister’s cultivation of mind. 

I want to have a rest now.” Standing up, Qin Wanru said casually. 

Her words astounded Nanny Huang, which made her countenance change greatly. 

“What do you mean?” Qin Yuru asked harshly. 

“Nothing, I just feel tired. It really has been a hard day. Prince Cheng’s Mansion, Duke Xing’s Mansion, 

and what else? Don’t you feel tired?” Reaching out and rubbing her forehead lightly, Qin Wanru asked 

resignedly. 

Her words stunned Qin Yuru and also made her face change. She had asked Mei Xue to find Madam of 

Duke Xing, but Madam of Duke Xing had not come yet. Was there something wrong? 

“First Miss! First Miss! It is not good!” Mei Xue broke into the main room with a panicky look. The 

instant she came in, she shouted at them. 

Chapter 418 “Isn’t First Miss only Thirteen Years Old?” 

Mei Xue ran into the main room. When she suddenly found that Qin Wanru was also there, she paused 

and stopped immediately. She looked hesitant. 

“What now?” Qin Yuru was angry. Thus, when she saw Mei Xue running into the room in a frightened 

way, she asked unpleasantly. 

“First Miss, eh, Madam of Duke Xing is asking you to meet her.” Seeing there were other people in the 

room, Mei Xue answered in a low voice. 

“How can I meet her when I am in this condition?” Qin Yuru answered grumpily. She still suffered from a 

twisted neck. If she went to see Madam of Duke Xing, many people would laugh at her funny looks, 

along the way. Madam of Duke Xing should know that. 

“First Miss, well, the ladies from Duke Xing’s Mansion are back.” answered Mei Xue worriedly. Madam 

of Duke Xing’s fierce look seemed to appear in her sight. She did not dare to tell Madam of Duke Xing 

about her miss’s response directly, so she said this to Qin Yuru in a very careful way. 

Qin Wanru picked up her cup and took a sip of tea impassively. “The consort selection in Prince Cheng’s 

Mansion should be over, so does Madam of Duke Xing know what Qin Yuru has done in the mansion 

now?” 



“Back?” Qin Yuru did not understand at the very beginning. After thinking for a while, she quickly 

realized Mei Xue’s meaning. The reason why she sent Mei Xue to tell Madam of Duke Xing about what 

happened in Prince Cheng’s Mansion in a nice way, was that she was trying to inform her in advance, 

and to prevent Madam of Duke Xing from getting mad, when she learnt about the trouble she had 

caused in Prince Cheng’s Mansion. 

Madam of Duke Xing knew nothing about that matter. 

“Let’s have a look!” Qin Yuru stood up immediately and now, she did not care about the odd way she 

looked due to her stiff neck, anymore. She walked outside, without bothering about Qin Wanru who was 

still sitting in the room. 

Mei Xue led the way and Qin Yuru followed her. Nanny Huang also went after them, after thinking for a 

while. 

“Nanny Huang, wait a moment!” Qin Wanru said suddenly. 

Nanny Huang paused and had to stop. 

“Do you know what happened?” Qin Wanru smiled. Thinking of the two physicians, she realized that she 

could not let Nanny Huang stay! 

“What?” Nanny Huang suppressed her anxiety and asked. She felt that something was not right. 

“Big Sister tried to seduce Prince Cheng in his mansion, but Prince Cheng turned her down. This matter 

has been witnessed by many ladies there. I wonder whether you know about that. You know, you are 

her etiquette instructor, right?” Qin Wanru said this leisurely. She raised her eyes, which looked as light 

as milkglass, and stared at Nanny Huang. 

Nanny Huang looked pale. Her lips trembled and it seemed that she could not say anything. She reached 

out and held the pillar beside her to support herself. There was a buzzing sound in her head. 

She had been an etiquette instructor for a lady from an aristocratic family for many years. Even though 

she had witnessed many ridiculous things, she had never seen something like this in her life before. It 

was too shameful! 

A girl who was engaged to a man tried to seduce another man! What’s worse, that man who was the 

girl’s target was Prince Cheng, a man who had always been unwilling to get married! 

Qin Yuru must be very shameless! Otherwise, nobody would do such an evil thing! 

“Does Nanny Huang intend to stand by my big sister’s side? If my big sister’s matter really had an 

adverse effect, do you still think that you will be able to escape, completely unscathed?” Staring at 

Nanny Huang, Qin Wanru said softly. Her eyes were so bright that Nanny Huang did not dare to look at 

them. Her power and countenance were far beyond that of a normal lady from an aristocratic family. 

“Why do you say that, Second Miss!” Nanny Huang suppressed her intense feelings, and asked her, with 

trembling lips. 

“The reason why you are doing your best to help my big sister must be because she has told you 

something, right?” Qin Wanru stood up and looked around the room with her shimmery eyes. “This is 



the Duke Xing’s Mansion. It is said that the former Heir of Duke Xing lost a daughter. However, it has 

only been thirteen years since he left the capital city. And my big sister is fifteen now, isn’t she?” 

She said this very leisurely and it seemed that she did not care about what she just said. Qin Wanru 

walked out without even looking at Nanny Huang’s livid face. 

She smiled. She did not know what Qin Yuru had told Nanny Huang, and to what extent. Anyway, Qin 

Yuru had to try both the hard and soft approach. With regards to the so-called soft approach, it must be 

related to Qin Yuru’s fake background, or Qin Yuru must have made a promise to reward Nanny Huang, 

so she must claim that she was the oldest miss of Duke Xing. 

While she was not clear about what Qin Yuru had told Nanny Huang, Qin Wanru naturally mentioned 

this in a vague manner. She guessed that Qin Yuru must have told a lie. 

“Isn’t, isn’t First Miss only thirteen years old?” As expected, Nanny Huang’s trembling voice came behind 

her. 

“Do you believe that?” Tilting her head slightly, Qin Wanru asked delicately. 

“Do I believe that?” Nanny Huang did not know the answer. Although she was Qin Yuru’s etiquette 

instructor, she did not know the people around Qin Yuru well. Sometimes she heard some vague 

remarks that Qin Yuru was fifteen years old. Thus, when Qin Yuru told her she was thirteen, Nanny 

Huang was a little confused. 

“The matter in Prince Cheng’s Mansion today will be known by the public soon. Prince Cheng is the 

nephew of Rui’an Great Elder Princess. If my big sister is really related to the former Heir of Duke Xing, 

there would be a kind of generational gap between Prince Cheng and her!” Qin Wanru said this 

pointedly. When she finished, she turned around and left, not caring about Nanny Huang who was 

dumbfounded. 

Yujie followed her miss quickly. 

What kind of relationship was going on between the granddaughter and nephew of Rui’an Great Elder 

Princess? 

If Qin Yuru was the daughter of the former Heir of Duke Xing, she would not seduce Prince Cheng. Since 

there was a generational gap between them and they had a close relationship, this kind of thing should 

never have happened! 

In other words, since Qin Yuru had done this, it meant that Qin Yuru was clear that she had nothing to 

do with Prince Cheng and thus, she attempted to seduce him! 

Nanny Huang dragged her stiff body toward a chair and sat down slowly. When she thought over the 

whole matter, she finally came to a conclusion. 

Qin Yuru lied about her background. She was not the missing daughter of the former Heir of Duke Xing! 

Her background was bogus! Moreover, since what she planned was all based on her fake identity, not 

only would Qin Yuru be utterly discredited, but Nanny Huang would also lose her reputation, if these lies 

were exposed! 



Even though her family benefited from Duke Yong’s Mansion and she promised to plan for Qin Yuru 

wholeheartedly, it did not mean that she and her family would devote their lives to these lies! 

The reason why she was willing to serve Qin Yuru was that, on the one hand, she benefited from Duke 

Yong’s Mansion, and had also been threatened by them, and on the other hand, Qin Yuru had lied to her 

about her background! 

If everything was a lie, then why should she still be making plans for her? 

Thinking clearly about this, Nanny Huang stood up. She arranged her clothes and left without hesitation. 

She could not be dragged down by Qin Yuru. Even if she might not be able to be an etiquette instructor, 

she could leave for another place and have another life! She would never become a victim of this lie! 

She knew what kind of a person Qin Yuru was. If something really went wrong, Qin Yuru would definitely 

put the blame on her! 

“Miss, where are we going?” Yujie could not help herself and finally asked. 

Qin Wanru walked leisurely along the way and it seemed that she just wanted to appreciate the view, as 

she sometimes stopped and looked around. They met many people from Duke Xing’s Mansion along the 

way. Everyone looked at Qin Wanru in a hostile way, which made Yujie uncomfortable. 

“I just want to walk around.” Qin Wanru answered plainly. She seemed to ignore the servant girl who 

looked arrogant and was coming from the opposite side. When the servant girl saw Qin Wanru coming, 

she just stepped aside without bowing to her. 

It was obvious that even the servants from Duke Xing’s Mansion looked down upon Qin Wanru. 

The disdain for Qin Wanru almost appeared on her face, which seemed as if she could not bear Qin 

Wanru anymore. Actually, they were somewhat familiar with this servant girl, as it was not their first 

time to see her, along the way. 

Since Old Madam did not like her, she would not take the faint kinship into account. It was in the Old 

Madam’s courtyard that she saw this servant girl for the first time! 

“Miss, do you need a break?” Glancing at the servant girl who stopped at the roadside, Yujie asked Qin 

Wanru carefully. 

“No, I am fine. The scenery here is so good. It would be great if our mansion also possessed such a 

beautiful scenery. I have to take this opportunity now that my big sister has moved here, to appreciate 

the beautiful view around.” Qin Wanru raised her head and showed a bright smile as she acclaimed, and 

tilted her head to look at the rockery beside them. 

She said these words in a cheerful and easy manner. She did not behave as if she was there to look after 

her big sister, who got hurt. 

She sounded very happy and even mocking. 

The servant girl who stood beside them scoffed at her. “This miss does lack insight. As Old Madam said, 

she is a person who is not only ignorant but greedy. She even tried to grab First Miss Qin’s jade bracelet 



and even broke it into pieces on the street!” She had considered Qin Wanru as a very ignorant and mean 

person, one whom all the servant girls would hold in disdain. 

“I will tell Old Madam that this Second Miss Qin did not take Old Madam’s words seriously, but is even 

happy when walking around the garden with her servant girl!” 

“Miss, shall we have a look there? It seems that the courtyard there is also beautiful!” Glancing at the 

expression of the servant girl of Duke Xing’s Mansion discreetly, Yujie suddenly understood what was 

going on, after checking her miss’s easy look. She immediately chimed in this remark to Qin Wanru, as 

she pointed at a nearby garden. 

The courtyard looked gorgeous and, obviously, normal people had no right to live there. It had a rockery 

and a bridge and there was even a brook gurgling beside it. 

“Great! Let’s do that!” Her words seemed to spur Qin Wanru’s interest. She lifted her dress and 

prepared to go there. 

The servant girl of Duke Xing’s Mansion could not bear it anymore. They almost pissed her off! “What a 

freak! How dare they go straight to the First Miss’s courtyard! How dare they!” 

“Miss, it is our First Miss’s courtyard and not everyone is allowed to go there!” The servant girl stood 

straight and said this in a mocking tone. 

“My miss is not any ordinary person. She has been invited by your Madam of Duke Xing.” Yujie seemed 

to ignore the servant girl’s contempt. She raised her head and looked haughtily at her. 

“Madam of Duke Xing will not invite people to our mansion casually. Could you tell me which mansion 

you are from?” The servant girl looked them from head to toe and appeared more disdainful of them. 

“Do they really think I don’t know why they are here? How dare they try to scare me?” 

“My miss is from Ningyuan Army General’s Mansion!” Yujie answered proudly. 

“Oh, I see. You are from the same mansion as the person who collided with our Third Madam!” The 

servant girl pretended to be taken aback. She appraised Qin Wanru in a mocking way and said, as she 

pointed at the courtyard, “That is my First Miss’s courtyard. Nobody is allowed to go there, or there will 

be heavy penalties waiting for you. Thus, please leave this place, miss.” 

“You…” Yujie got angry. 

“You have to obey rules of the other mansion when you are there! Don’t you know that?” The servant 

girl interrupted Yujie’s words. She sneered at them and then left. 

She was going to tell Old Madam that the Second Miss Qin was an ignorant, unruly and useless person. 

The reason why Old Madam sent her here was because the Old Madam wanted to know whether this 

miss did things for Old Madam sincerely and whether she could invite the general of Qin’s Mansion to 

come over to discuss the things about First Miss Qin. It seemed that Second Miss Qin was not reliable 

and even tried to delay the meeting! 

It seemed that Old Madam had to send other people to find the general on her own… 

Chapter 419 A Good Plan Containing Strong Defence and Attack 



"First Miss Qin, how could you do such a thing in Prince Cheng's Mansion?" Madam of Duke Xing's 

Mansion said in a fierce voice, as she banged the table with her hands, in her rage. 

Second Miss, Shao Jie'er, who sat next to her, was happy to see this scene. It was she who had informed 

Madam of Duke Xing about this matter. As she was only a daughter of a concubine in Duke Xing's 

Mansion, she had always been out of favor with Madam of Duke Xing. Even though she tried her best to 

flatter Madam of Duke Xing, her position was still inferior to that of Madam of Duke Xing's principal 

maid. 

Seeing there was someone whose situation was worse than hers, Shao Jie'er must seize this opportunity 

to enjoy the drama, as she had always been bossed around by others! 

"Madam of Duke Xing, this is a mistake! I don't know why things have become like this! But this, this is 

totally a mistake! I walked into the garden by accident!" Qin Yuru hurriedly tried to defend herself. 

"Mistake? First Miss Qin, you must think everyone is an idiot!" Madam of Duke Xing was getting angrier. 

She was not Old Madam of Duke Yong's Mansion, who would deceive herself and would whitewash Qin 

Yuru's behavior. Thus, when thinking her plan would fail because of Qin Yuru, she was extremely angry 

and almost wanted to slap Qin Yuru hard. 

"How shameless the woman is! Doesn't she know she is engaged to someone else? How dare she try to 

seduce Prince Cheng? If the plan of claiming kin with Duke Xing's Mansion succeeds, it would mean that 

not only is she related to Prince Cheng by blood, but there would also be a generational gap between 

them! Doesn't she know what she is doing?" 

"Madam! It was an accident! I just wanted to wander around, but I did not expect that I would come 

across Prince Cheng! And I did not know when I lost my earring!" Qin Yuru knew that at this time she 

could do nothing but bite the bullet, and refuse to acknowledge this matter! 

She had decided to deny it by all means, as she thought that these people would not really force her to 

confess! 

"Madam, don't you know what kind of a person I am? How can I make such a ridiculous mistake at that 

time? Moreover, my parents are aware of the engagement between my cousin and myself!" Wiping 

away her tears, Qin Yuru thought it was the right time to use the excuse which she had figured out 

before, in order to defend herself. 

"Jie'er, you'd better leave first!" Madam of Duke Xing waved her hands and said this severely, as she 

glared at Qin Yuru. 

"Yes, mother!" Shao Jie'er obediently stood up and left the courtyard with her servant girl. However, 

when she was at the entrance of the courtyard, she turned around and walked behind the courtyard 

with her servant girl. 

The talk between Madam of Duke Xing and Qin Yuru seemed to be meaningless, but she was suspicious 

of it, as she felt there were many secrets hidden behind the talk. 

"It is said that Old Madam quite favors this First Miss Qin and now she seems to be familiar with 

Madam. However, why was Madam so angry?" 



"It should be First Miss Qin and her Ningyuan Army General's Mansion, who should feel embarrassed 

and the matter has nothing to do with our mansion. But according to madam's look, it seems that First 

Miss Qin had ruined her plan." 

"Were there any secrets?" 

"Where are you going, Second Miss?" Shao Jie'er had just walked a few steps, when a cold voice 

suddenly sounded behind her. 

Shao Jie'er could not help but shudder, when she heard the familiar voice. It was Nanny Sheng. She 

immediately turned around and smiled. She answered, "Nanny Sheng, I was just wandering around." 

"You do not seem to be walking back to your courtyard?" Nanny Sheng asked coldly, as she looked in 

that direction. 

"Ah, yes. I am going the wrong way. I was thinking about First Miss Qin's matter. It seems that I went the 

wrong way because of that!" Shao Jie'er gave a hollow laugh and raised her head, which seemed as if 

she just realized that she was in the wrong direction. 

"Second Miss, you'd better go back. It will be improper if others should misunderstand your action." 

Nanny Sheng looked at her impassively and answered. Her expressionless stare almost froze Shao 

Jie'er's smile. 

"Fine, fine. I will return now!" Shao Jie'er smiled and turned around. She had to go back the original way. 

Nanny Sheng was the best old maid, who served Madam of Duke Xing, and she had been Duke Xing's 

wet nurse. Because of her status, Shao Jie'er did not dare to disobey her orders. 

No matter how she much wanted to find out about the secret between Qin Yuru and Madam of Duke 

Xing, she could not stay and eavesdrop on their conversation. Thus, she had to pretend that she was 

going back to her courtyard in a hurry. 

Seeing Shao Jie'er finally leaving, Nanny Sheng then turned around, went back to the room, and stood 

behind Madam of Duke Xing. 

In the room, Qin Yuru retold the story which she had said in Duke Yong's Mansion. She tried to use this 

story to defend herself and to show that this matter was totally an unintentional incident, which had 

occurred because of her carelessness. 

Seeing her serious, sad and remorseful look, Madam of Duke Xing felt a little doubtful. 

With regards to Duke Xing's daughter, she did not believe her and thus, she asked Nanny Sheng to check 

if she left. However, since Qin Yuru looked so sincere and regretful, she began to have some doubts. 

Did Shao Jie'er exaggerate about this matter again? She had done the same thing many times before! 

"Madam, I am wronged by everyone! I have explained to my grandmother's family! My grandmother, 

aunt and cousin believe I was wronged by others! I told them what you asked Second Miss to tell me. 

Because of this, my grandmother asked me to come to Duke Xing's Mansion as soon as possible! She 

hopes those words can mitigate the impact of that matter! Since it is an accident itself, we certainly can 

reduce the impact about the other matter of hitting the carriage!" 



Qin Yuru wiped away her tears as she watched Madam of Duke Xing's expression, furtively. Although 

she still looked gloomy now, it seemed that she was not as angry as she was a few moments ago. 

Delighted, Qin Yuru spoke much more smoothly. It seemed that the whole Duke Yong's Mansion 

believed her story. 

"Your cousin also considers it as an accident?" Madam of Duke Xing stared at Qin Yuru and asked. She 

felt her words were true, but her words still sounded strange. However, she just did not know which 

part of her story sounded odd. 

"Yes, he even comforted me and told me not worry about it. He said that everything will be fine, since 

this is just a rumor!" Qin Yuru answered, as she nodded. 

Madam of Duke Xing was silent for a moment. 

The matter about Qin Yuru hitting the carriage had turned up all of a sudden. Hearing her explanation, 

Madam of Duke Xing felt everything seemed to be reasonable. The news that Qin Yuru collided with the 

carriage of her third sister-in-law came out before the matter of Prince Cheng's Mansion was spread. 

Since she was hurt because she tried to "save" the third sister-in-law, it made it increasingly possible for 

the matter of Prince Cheng's Mansion to be an accident with her "rescue" here. 

After all, a kindhearted woman would not do this shameless thing! 

Thinking about it in this way, she realized that Qin Yuru's matter would not interfere with her plan. 

Seeing Madam of Duke Xing still keeping silent, Qin Yuru hurriedly said, "If you still doubt my words, you 

can ask my grandmother about this and if they really believe me!" 

"Grandmother has always favored me! It will not matter too much if Madam of Duke Xing does send 

anyone to verify this!" 

Thinking about this, Qin Yuru was emboldened to say these words. With regards to Di Yan, when her 

identity was authenticated, he would not dare to handle her! 

"How is your neck now?" Hearing her answer, Madam of Duke Xing looked better now. 

"It is fine. The physicians say that I will recover soon after a few days' rest!" Seeing Madam of Duke Xing 

did not continue to ask about this matter, Qin Yuru hurriedly gave an astute answer. 

She had been suspicious of those physicians before and even behaved in an unreasonable way. 

However, she did not dare to say this in front of Madam of Duke Xing. 

"Will you recover completely by tomorrow?" Madam of Duke Xing asked, as she frowned. She could not 

relax until she got rid of Qin Wanru. 

Since Qin Yuru had moved into Duke Xing's Mansion now, the thing could not be delayed any longer. 

"I suppose it will get better!" Qin Yuru did not dare to confirm this. The physicians had just told her that 

she would get better with a good sleep tomorrow, but they did not tell her that she would be fully 

recovered by tomorrow. Moreover, she needed time to take a good rest. 



"It can't be delayed anymore! Then it will be tomorrow! I will invite some seniors of our mansion to 

come here. There is no need to hold a large banquet and invite a lot of guests. When you have fully 

recovered, then we can hold a banquet again!" 

Madam of Duke Xing said. 

Fast speed was the most important factor in a war. Since there was such a matter happening, the best 

strategy now was to recognize Qin Yuru as her nominal daughter. 

"Thank you very much!" Qin Yuru was excited. She bowed to Madam of Duke Xing with her twisted 

neck. She was finally able to get this matter off her chest. From now on, she would become the oldest 

Miss of Duke Xing's Mansion and the biological granddaughter of Rui'an Great Elder Princess. In the 

future, everyone had to treat her with respect, when they met her. 

"Old Madam will recognize you as her nominal granddaughter!" Madam of Duke Xing said this slowly, 

without allowing Qin Yuru to stop bowing. 

Qin Yuru suddenly raised her head and looked at Madam of Duke Xing in surprise. She blurted out, 

"Shouldn't I be, be the, well, the former Heir of Duke Xing..." 

She was speechless and was sweating. There was a big difference between the title of biological 

granddaughter and that of nominal granddaughter! 

If she was recognized as a nominal granddaughter, then her status would be the same as Qi Rongzhi's! 

When Qi Rongzhi became the nominal daughter of Madam of Duke Xing, she had envied her. However, 

now she felt she deserved more and she did not want the same position as Qi Rongzhi! 

It was Madam Di who had been dealing with this thing. Qin Yuru did not know whether Madam of Duke 

Xing had been told about something, or whether Madam Di and she had reached an agreement before. 

She was totally speechless. 

"Rui'an Great Elder Princess will not accept you!" Madam of Duke Xing scoffed at Qin Yuru. 

"But Old Madam and you can!" Qin Yuru said hurriedly. She felt that the title of biological granddaughter 

was much better than that of a nominal one. Thus, she tried to fight for her own rights. 

"It is troublesome and will cause many problems. I will recognize you as my nominal daughter on the 

surface, but I will say you are the biological daughter of our mansion privately. If Rui'an Great Elder 

Princess asks about this, I only need to say you are not the biological daughter!" 

Madam of Duke Xing explained this slowly. She had discussed this with Old Madam. They would only 

recognize one nominal granddaughter, because Rui'an Great Elder Princess would not interfere. 

However, if they claimed that she was the daughter of the former Heir of Duke Xing, Rui'an Great Elder 

Princess would definitely interfere with them. If that really happened, her plan would be deflected. 

She would spread the news that Qin Yuru was the daughter of the former Heir of Duke Xing. If Rui'an 

Great Elder Princess asked her, she would deny this. She would combine the lie with truth, which would 

make Rui'an Great Elder Princess confused. When she did not know what was true and what was false, 

she might think Qin Yuru was her biological granddaughter! At that time, things would be easier! 



For Duke Xing's Mansion, they would never pay attention only to Ningyuan Army General's Mansion, 

and would not be willing to be trampled by a fake who tried to climb her way up. 

They would deny every saying that Qin Yuru was the biological one, but they would also perform in a 

way that she was the biological one. This method would enable Duke Xing's Mansion to defend or 

attack! 

"Invite your seniors to come!" A trace of darkness flashed across Madam of Duke Xing's eyes. She waved 

her hands and said. There was no time to wait for the next opportunity anymore! She had to do this 

right now! 

Chapter 420 To Recognize Qin Yuru as the Nominal Daughter Tomorrow? 

"Madam, I feel that this plan is too abrupt, don't you think so?" Qin Yuru did not stay in the room for a 

very long time. Thus, as soon as she left, Nanny Sheng hurriedly asked. 

"Yes, it is. However, I am afraid there will not be another chance in the future, if we don't seize this right 

now!" Madam of Duke Xing gritted her teeth and answered. 

If she had known Qin Yuru had caused such trouble again, she would have had time to reconsider her 

plan. But she had no time now. 

"Should I inform Duke Xing of this plan?" Nanny Sheng frowned and said, "Since it is so abrupt, I think 

it's necessary to tell Duke Xing, right?" 

"No, it is useless. What's worse, he might say something about us. Thus, since Old Madam has agreed, 

we don't need to wait anymore!" Madam of Duke Xing rebuffed her suggestion. 

There might be changes if they waited. 

She had planned this for a long time and finally she managed to plant a bait in Madam Di and Qin Yuru's 

mouth. If she missed Qin Yuru, there might not be another person who would reach out to her so 

actively, and had even prepared such a familiar bogus background. 

Even though the two words, active and passive looked similar, when it came to this plan, the slight 

difference would play an important role in deciding who should be responsible for the plan, once the lie 

was exposed! 

Madam of Duke Xing was a very careful person and she definitely would not tell everyone that she was 

the master planner in an aboveboard way! 

"Tomorrow, seriously?" Nanny Sheng pointed in a direction hesitantly. It was the direction of Old 

Madam's courtyard. 

"Yes, tomorrow!" Madam of Duke Xing nodded, "You need to find some servant girls and old maids who 

are good at massage and let them take turns to knead First Miss Qin's neck. We must make sure her 

neck recovers by tomorrow! Or she would look stupid." 

People would feel that Duke Xing's Mansion was so anxious that they seemed to be hiding something 

when recognizing Qin Yuru who suffered from a stiff neck, as their nominal daughter. Madam of Duke 

Xing would not let others think in this way! 



A fake niece. What she could benefit from this plan wasn't simply that a position was taken! 

Everything that came next will be up to Qin Yuru's performance! 

There was a huge difference between the plan with Qin Yuru and the one without this person! The 

reason why her daughter came back to the capital city secretly to meet Qin Yuru, was to confirm 

whether the plan was able to be implemented. 

"Madam, I am afraid that it might be difficult! Just imagine, no one can recover from a stiff neck caused 

by an awkward sleeping posture so fast! Not to mention First Miss Qin's injury! Her situation was much 

worse than just stiffness of the neck!" Nanny Sheng thought it was too difficult to take action. Thus, she 

withdrew her hands and shook her head. 

Madam of Duke Xing paused and looked gloomy. 

"Is there no way to let her recover? Is there no expedient treatment for a stiff neck caused by a wrong 

sleeping posture?" 

Nanny Sheng frowned at first, but then her eyes suddenly brightened! She answered hurriedly, "Madam, 

there is a way, but it might hurt!" 

"How?" Madam of Duke Xing seemed delighted. 

"Old Madam once suffered this problem. Then Duke Xing invited an old maid to massage Old Madam. I 

also wanted to learn this treatment at that time, so later I tried to get on well with her privately. She did 

not turn me down, but taught me some skills too. During our talks, she once told me if someone hopes 

to look normal or to recover quickly from this condition, the person needs to receive acupuncture!" 

Nanny Sheng said. 

She knew this by accident. Nanny Sheng just asked about this casually, and the old maid also answered 

her at leisure. A stiff neck caused by a bad sleeping posture actually did not matter too much, but it 

would cause some inconvenience. If the person who suffered this had to attend a formal occasion, this 

would make the person look awkward and stupid. 

Acupuncture could not help the person recover completely, but could only make the person look 

normal. The person would still feel that the neck was stiff. If the person moved the neck, it would hurt 

actually. Anyway, acupuncture could only help the neck not to be twisted, but it would not help the 

patient to recover from this. 

Moreover, if the neck stiffness was very serious, then the acupuncture would have a worse effect on the 

patient. The adjustment process for forcing a twisted neck to become a straight but stiff neck would lead 

to an injury of the tissues, because of the stiffening of the tendons. 

Qin Yuru's tissues had been injured. Compared with the neck stiffness caused by a bad sleeping posture, 

she would be afflicted by this treatment. She might not be able to move her neck for a very long time 

later. 

When Nanny Sheng explained this to Madam of Duke Xing, the latter quickly nodded in agreement and 

said, "Is that old maid still here? Let her treat Qin Yuru with acupuncture!" 



She did not care about Qin Yuru' health at all. 

"Yes. I will invite her to come here privately. However, Qin Yuru's expression may not be good, even if 

her neck looks normal tomorrow." Nanny Sheng hesitated. The treatment would hurt any ordinary 

person, not to mention a patient. Thus, Qin Yuru's expression would not be good, because of the pain. 

"It doesn't matter. I just need her to finish her task successfully tomorrow. After that, she will have a lot 

of time to rest. As for whether the treatment can help her recover completely, it does not matter. She 

just hit a carriage, so it is normal for her to look bad." Madam of Duke Xing smiled coldly and sneered. 

"She has caused so much trouble, and I have to handle these problems for her. Thus, she has to show 

her sincerity!" 

"I get it. Now I am going to arrange for this treatment!" Nanny Sheng agreed with Madam of Duke Xing, 

so she replied immediately. 

Nanny Sheng looked down on First Miss Qin who tried to cling on to those rich and famous socialites. 

"Hold on. You'd better inform Duke Yong's Mansion that Old Madam will recognize Qin Yuru as her 

nominal granddaughter tomorrow and let them come over to attend the ceremony." 

"I get it. What about Qin's Mansion?" 

"Old Madam will deal with Qin's Mansion on her own. We don't have to interfere in matters related to 

Qin's Mansion!" Madam of Duke Xing's mouth lifted at the corners. She would not ask for trouble! 

Paving the road? She had nothing to do with these things! 

If something really happened, she also had nothing to do with it! 

Qin Wanru did not know Old Madam of Duke Xing's Mansion had invited Qin Huaiyong. She just knew 

she had irritated Old Madam completely and it seemed that Old Madam had considered her as an 

extremely disgusting girl. 

She had achieved her goal! 

Since her real identity did have something to do with Duke Xing's Mansion and now she was unwilling to 

live here, Old Madam's hatred toward her would play an important role. 

The more Old Madam hated her, the more it made sense for her to leave Duke Xing's Mansion! 

Since her age now was her weakness, she needed an appropriate excuse to leave! 

Now she was sitting in a pavilion and looking at Qi Rongzhi who was in front of her, in a gentle way. 

Compared with her mild look, Qi Rongzhi looked irritated! 

Obviously, Qi Rongzhi was angry and anxious! 

As she was wandering around, Qi Rongzhi stopped her by suddenly appearing behind a rockery. Now 

they were sitting in a pavilion behind a rockery. 

The place was very secluded. 



The pavilion was hidden by a rockery and there was a wall on the other side. They could hear what the 

others were talking about outside, while those people could not see them. 

Qi Rongzhi found a good place. 

"What does Qin Yuru want?" Qi Rongzhi felt uneasy. She asked in a low voice, while she looked pale. She 

did not want the others to hear their conversation, while passing through. 

Since she knew Qin Yuru had moved into the mansion, she had been uneasy, worried, annoyed and 

irritated! 

"The oldest Miss of Duke Xing's Mansion." Qin Wanru smiled as her long eyelashes fluttered, which 

made her shimmery eyes look bright, clean and intriguing. 

Qi Rongzhi used to begrudge Qin Wanru's beauty when she saw this. However, today, her attention was 

not directed toward Qin Wanru and thus, she had no time to focus on Qin Wanru's inborn beauty. 

Qin Yuru occupied her whole mind. The only thing she worried about was that Qin Yuru's appearance 

would pose as a threat to her! 

"How can she become the oldest miss? Or does she really treat herself as the daughter of the former 

Heir of Duke Xing?" Qi Rongzhi fidgeted. 

Qin Wanru had partly disclosed the truth in a covert way, during their talks before. 

"Why not? You don't know. I don't know. Nobody knows!" Qin Wanru smiled and said softly. She looked 

so serene that she seemed to have nothing to do with this matter. 

"We don't know? Qin Yuru must think she is able to lie to everyone!" Qi Rongzhi gnashed her teeth. How 

could she let Qin Yuru accomplish her goal! She did not want Qin Yuru to share love with her! Of course, 

there was not only the love, but also the attention of Old Madam and Madam of Duke Xing's Mansion! 

No, she would not allow Qin Yuru to move into the Duke Xing's Mansion! 

"Jiangzhou is too far! It might be late! Old Madam asked me to invite my father to come. It seems that 

she wants to discuss my Big Sister's affair with him. There may be some news tomorrow!" 

Qin Wanru lowered her head and pulled at her clothes. Her mouth curved slightly. 

"What! Now!" Qi Rongzhi immediately stood up and circled around the pavilion. She had thought there 

might be some time before Qin Yuru was recognized by Duke Xing's Mansion! When she heard Qin 

Wanru's words, she also felt that something might happen tomorrow. 

She had to stop this! 

However, she had not persuaded her brother yet! Her brother would not give her the evidence now! 

What could she do? What could she do? 

Qi Rongzhi was extremely worried and she was sweating profusely! 

"First Miss Qi, why are you so anxious? Sit down and take a sip of tea. My big sister will be your sister in 

the future. As for the good sisterhood, I remember that you two were on good terms while we were in 



Jiangzhou, right?" Qin Wanru checked her clothes and stood up, and seemed as if she was about to 

leave leisurely. 

Since she had nothing to do with this matter, she did not feel anxious at all. 

"Getting on well with Qin Yuru? How dare she?" Qi Rongzhi sneered. She now hated Qin Yuru and 

thought Qin Yuru was there to grab wealth and fame from her! 

"Why not? She has prepared for this for a very long time! Now nobody can prove that she is not the 

one!" Qin Wanru meant it. 

"Who says no? There is!" Qi Rongzhi denied angrily. 

"Even though there is evidence, I am afraid that you cannot get it." Qin Wanru smiled. She looked much 

more graceful. Rolling her shimmery eyes, she said, "I am not sure whether you can beat my big sister. 

When we were in Jiangzhou, you always lost!" 

In Jiangzhou, it was believed that Qin Yuru was a perfect lady. Her status was superior in cities around 

Jiangzhou. Even Qi Tianyu had to give in. If Qi Rongzhi intended to spar with her, Qi Rongzhi would be 

asked by Qi Tianyu not to confront Qin Yuru each time. Thus, that was why Qi Rongzhi was always mad 

at Qin Wanru. 

As she thought of this, Qi Rongzhi could not bear it anymore. She felt there was a blazing fire in her 

heart. 

"I will get that!" She shouted angrily. 

"You will get that? Or are you going to steal it?" Qin Wanru looked at her in surprise and appeared to be 

stunned! 

A buzzing sound suddenly appeared in Qi Rongzhi's mind. Her eyes became rounded... 

 


